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ABSTRACT'

S'IOII AS]C ANALYSI OF FA IUIIES HAMN D AGAINST
COVENTIAL WEAFNS EFFECTS

A procedure is developed which returns a probability of kill of a hardened facility

taking into account two types of unceainies: weapon delivery aciray and structural

characteristics or intellige uncertainties. The kill criteria are based on the structural

response of the facility emceding predtmined limits which reprent die achiement

of the attack objective. Perfect knowledge is rarely known about the structural

characteristics of a target once a conflict is initiated. Analyst tasked to perform pre-attack

weapons analysis and post-attack weapons effectiveess must be able to report to their

superiors realistic probabilities of achieving the objective of an airborne strike on a target.

Current methodologies do incorporate weapon delivery acaiacy, however they overlook

uncertainties in target structural acs wich can make a dramatic difference in

a probability of kill prediction.

A nonlinear, nondimensional, continuous hysteretic beam model is devdoped to

represent a section of a hardened facility subjected to conventional weapons effects. The

model returns response calculations across the height of the section as required to provide

information for determining the kill state of a hardened target. The

nondimensionalization allows for ease of parameter input and saves the stochastic

analysis well where structura characteristics are continuously changed.

Existing empirical models which generate conventional weapon blast presmre time

histories as a function of the TNT equivalent throw weight are modified to become a

function of space as well as time. A new model is generated which returns the pressure
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at any point up a wall section as a funtion oftidm, space and angle of incidece. This

type of load representation is required to feed the cntinauos beam model refrenced

above. The combination of the beam model and the load model is temed the NONLN

model.

Robust statistical models or response srfaces (RS) are derived from NONUN

results calculated using typical combinations of weapon throw weight and range, target

wall heights, depths and cme cone rssive siugui The use of a design of

eperiments (DOE) or expimental design approach to the RS development ensured the

RS closely replicated the input data across the parameer space of interest. The result was

a multidimensional RS which retamned the structual response given a set of the five

paramet stated above.

Two Monte Carlo simulation program are developed which take into account

structural characteristics as random input variables in addition to the traditiomal weapon

delivery accuracy. The first program utilizes the NONLUN model in the simulations

whereas the second program replaced the full NONLIN model with several RS models

valid over key parameter ranges. Use of the RS replacement models allowed the

simulation to be run in less than 1% of the time required to run the simulation with

NONLIN. This time saving is crucial to the use of this tool in a dynamic wartime

environment

This work demorates that uncertainaies in the structural characteristics of a

target may significantly effect its response to conventional weapons and the detmnion

of the resulting probability of kill given an attack Ile ue of robust response surfaces
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to rqIkm cagipkcx analytic proCedr& nxurae *A timely calculation of

probabilities of damage may be generated in spite of using a simulation technique such

as Motte Carlo. The medhodology preseted will acimnodate studes to singie out

the most critical randomn structini variables and their rnges allowing the proper emphasi

to be placd on variable significance in a targeing wanlysi and data gathftig eamcise.
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In the past twenty-five years there has been a resurgmce of interest in the effects

of conventional weapons on strucum (Krauthanme, 1987). This is due in part to the

many urncrtainties which characterize the loading and response process of a structure in

a conventional weapon environment plus the realization that there is simply no future in

the use of nuclear weapon. The occence of DESERT STORM furthe served to

illustrate the effectiveness of advanced conventional weapons against targets which only

two decades ago could only be held at risk with nuclear weapons. The introduction of

precision guided munitions and tough, penxtring warheads has caused a re-thinking of

the "near miss" mentality that has dominated "survivability designs" to date.

Conurrenfly, the methods by which "hostile" shtures are targeted and

weaponeered are also being redefined. In targeting, uncertainties in delivery accuracy are

accompanied by uncertainties in the structural characteristics of the target, such as wall

thickness (internal and external), percent of steel reinf- concrete strength, etc..

The target strum ral characteristics uncertainties above will be referred to as target

intelligence uncertainties for the remainder of this dissertation. The ability to perform

meaningfil pre- and post-attack Battle Damage Assessment (BDA) is driven by the

amount of information known about the target coupled with the analyst's capability to

perform weapons effects calculations. Current probabilistic structurul response mehods

do not incoporate target structural uncertainties into their probability of kill calculations.

The primary concern of cormmaners during a conflict is whether they
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accomplished their militwry objective with the fewest casualties. For air coma this

tranlates into answering the following question; Did an attack achieve the level of

damage desired or do more pilots need to be seat in harmis way to re-strike the target?

Combat decision makers require personnel to perform pro- and post-attack damage

analysis and provide realistic assessment given whatever level of target intelligence is

available. In a combat environment or in preparation for a contingency operation, damage

predictions are required in near real time. A push is on to inmporate structural damage

predictions and graphical tepresentations into combat simulators and trainers therefore

xceatmig the real time requirement. Realistic bounds are required for the structural

characteristics presented in Table 4.2. The mean values and probability distribution of

each variable will be based on known local design and construction practice. For

examp, it was found during on-site inspections following DESERT STORM that

similarly designed aircraft shelters built in Iraq and Kuwait had-very different quality

control on concrete mix and placement. This was evident in the response of thick

concrete burster layers to contact detonations and pentrating weapons. There is much

work underway within the DoD community to quantify the sensitivity to variations in the

design characteristics in Table 4.2 when subjected to blast fragment loadings as well as

projectile eations. A procedure to apply a measure of effectiveness or probability

of damage to this process is lacking in the conmmity at this time. This work will

present a methodology to combine the weapons effects and target intelligence

uncertainties. This methodology will be illusrated for a single case, that of an above

ground hardened strutcure targeted with non-precision weapons, however application to
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other scenarios are relevant and will be discussed.

A conventional weapm blast produces vay high local pressures of vey short

duration. This is in contrast to the much higher and much longer pressure loading of a

nuclear blast In the conventional arena, structures are designed to withstand a specified

weapon damage mechanism based on a treat assesme for that facility. For exa•mple,

strctures which house high value assets or critical mission functions will be designed to

withstand the most potet weapon t T The most fremening conventional weapons

existing today are precision guided, penetrating wpons. Structures designed to resist

such weapons will not be studied herei Stuctures which house less than mission

critical finctions are traditionally constructed above ground and designed to withstand the

primary damage mechanisms of unguided munitions, which are airbL. and fragments.

Unguided munitions may be delivered by tactical fighter-bomber aircraft (ie. F-i 11, F-

15E, F-I 17) or strategic bombers (ie. B52, B1). The unguided mpnitions of interest are

delivered in groups of up to eight in a "stick" for tactical arcraft and much larger

numbers for strategic aircraft. The combination of throw weight of explosive and location

of detonation determine the magnitude and duration of a conventional loading which may

produce pressures on the order of 30,000 psi decaying o nea to atmospheric

pressure over a period of I to 4 milliseconds(nec). From a survivability standpoint,

stnic designed to withstand standoff loadings of this type are typically called

"s" and are traditionally constructed of reinforced concete from 12 to 30

inches in thickness. In conrast, structures designed to withstand direct hits from

conventional weapons are built completely or partially underg'rou with thicker walls
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Attack scenario
Duration of attack
Target priorities

Single tag
Blanket bombigmutiple targets

Delivery method
Airborne
Surface
Naval

Multiple attacks
Weapon type

Physical dimensions
LOAig idth ratio
Casing thickness

Throw weigt MINI equalt)
Guidance system
Detonation method

Timed
Penetration
Delayed fuse

Pressure-Thne history
Pressure and casing fragment synergsm

Spacw lreptmon
Arrival and duration representation

Initial condition representation

Table 1.1 Loading Uncetaities

and a burster barrier cover.

To fully define an attack, and the subsquent damag medunism seen by a

structure, one must start with the intent of the attack. Once a plan of attack is

hypothesized, the probability of survival/damage of a smucme can be developed by using

computer models to predict the response. Predicting the regoe of a known structue

to the threat weapons of interest is a random process due to the tes in the
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strutul Material properties a wel as I in the sinulation

methodology. The random watainties associated with the a m

s re/p events, given known mstur1 d a istics, are shown in Tables 1.1

and 1.2.

The mqjori of work dmling with the respors of individual stnmms to

comventional weapons considers detrmininfic and ofien very simplistic models.

Specifically, spatial variations in the loading =r ignored amd thea struch is rqemed

Physical properties
Material stremth

Nonlinr respoare
Strength Lma i de to hih sares, short cration Wding
Composite action
Blast arresting de-vic physical dmmiaderistics

Berms
Revetments
Sacrificial slabs

Mlltiple hits and strength degradation
Spalling/scabbing on front wall
Blast attenuation and spalling on inside wall
Local breaching

Workmanship
Sophistication of model

Single degree of freedop(SDOF)
Multidegree of fredonmM F)

Continuous
Finite difference
Finite element

Support conditions
Mod Of failure

Shear
Flexure

Table 1. Stnictue Uncertainties
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by a single degpw of freedom model. The weap effecs objective ofthis disetation

is to provide an analysis tedique which takes into accout the stochastic loading and

resistance characterics of the system while using one dimensional continuous load and

structure rersentatiom. The targt intelligence tairt'es will be incorporated into

the structure representation as well.

Chapter 2 reviews the current determinisc and stochastic methods of design and

analysis of hardened as well as rditonal ilities. Reseamrch on-gng in ese areas will

be amnined. Chapter 3 describes the development of the response statistic gwenea

code to include the load and strictural models and the solution tedmique. apter 4

describes the basis and impl-m-- aton of the stochastic response aalysis. Stochastic

analyses are compared for various real-world delivery situations and structural variable

distributions. Chapter 5 provides v ad concluion.
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2.1 Dekmisdi Deulg Md Anmlyuis of PRMDe ShucM Aguut Wkqapm Effeck

The mathodology used by the Armed Forces in design and analysis of semi-

hardened tuctres is otined in the US Air Force nmnuls, "Protectim From Nonmuick

Weaps"(Crawford,1971), "Structures to Resist the Effects of Accidental

oio "(Ml5-13O0,1990), Trtecive Comtniion Design Mn "( Drak et

al.,1989) and the Army manual "Fundm of Protective Design For C•nentional

Weapons"(TMS-855,1986).

Drake etal, 1989 is the current authority for the U.S. Air Force. Acoding to this

mmaual, the three cases of interest for srface strucua being considered are: (1) diret

hits resulting in extreme damage, (2) close-in bursts cmain eremely high and

nonuniform ovp and fragment loadings, and (3) burstsoccurring far eou*

away for the pressure loadings to be appromxintely uniform. With the accracy of

modem weapons, (1) and (2) are becoming the events of interesl They are also the areas

about which the least is known.

The steps in the analysis and design of hardened structures (Drake al1989) are

given in Table 2.1. In the remainder of this section the carrent nmhodologies used to

perform those steps will be discussed.

2.1.1 bmLd u

The empirical formulas refered to in Step I above, were developed to detmine

the mininmun wall thickness required to prevet breaching from cntact or near contact
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Step I - As a prelimiiwy analysis, ue hadi curves (descibed bow)
to estimate the minimum standoff Vrt n s of the wall section to resist

Step 2 - Paform a strutral analysis asswming the weapon brst produces
a uniform load, provided the total applied ito the WuctW is maintained.
The equivalent uniform load is applied in a single degree of freedom (SDOF)
analysis resulting in the maximum structura respone at a specified location.

Step 3- Paeform a frg mIaion analysis to deermine if the design
fragont based on the design or tdut weapon cowe a will
paftate the walL

Table 2.1 Steps in the Design and Analysis of Hwdened Structes

bursts. These formulas are based on National Defense Research Committee (NDRC) tests

(White,1946), supplemented by more recent test data (NtVay,1988). These curves can

be found in recent manuals (Drake et al,1989-DAHSt1993). Examples of these curves are

shown in Figures 2.1.and 2.2 and were taken out of Hyde,1988. These cuves are for

cased and uncased explosives and are based, for the most palrt, on scaled model tests. It

has been reported that strain rate effects (MNVay,1988), cannot be modeled or scaled

explicitly, causing model structures to withstand slightly less damage than otherwise

equivalent full-scale structue. This fact may result in the under prediction of real world

damage based on these curves. Breach and lower levels of damage may be read from

these curves using the scaled wall thickness, tdW"3 and the scaled range RMV". For

cased weapons the scaled range is multipled by W/(W4C), where C is the case weight
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The equaio

t R( _f_)b- (W W)-c (2.1)
_W1-. 3  WI/3 W+C

was used to generate t curves of Figures 2.1and 22. Table 2.2 gives the values of

a, b, and c used to geate those curves.

Descriptions of near field bursts have traditionaily disregarded the n iformity

of the blast loading as well as weapon casing effects (Crawford,1971; TM5-1300,1990).

In fact, it has been shown that the blast loading is very t about the centroid

of the weapon. The effects of the weapon case on the load attributed to a weapon has

been widely debated. One method of including such effects is to decrease the blast

loading to account for the ener absorbed in case break-up. It is correct that t•e blast

pressure seen by the structme from a given size cased explosive is less than if the charge

a b c

No Damage 0.43 03 0.3
Cased Weapon

Breach 0.23 0.3 0.3
Cased Weapon

No Damage 0.3 0.62 0
Bare Charge

Breach 0.13 0.62 0
Bare Charge

Table 2.2 NDRC Equation Coefficents (Hyde,1988)
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were uncased. In this method however, the iimplse delivered by tde fiagmens is igoredL

This impuse has been shown in some cases to be very destructive (Hader,1983). The

crrent method (Drake et al,198,DAHS,1993) does not reduce the blast loading due to

cae break-up but does not explicitly amount for the fragment loading Only rently

have researchers become very interested in the combined or synergistic effects of blast

and fragments fiom cased explosives (Hader,1987; Narchand, 1986; Kropatsdhek, 1983;

Koos,1987). Studies to explictly model fragnent loading and synerg c effs have

been sponsored by various DoD agencies beginning in 1988 (Mardiand,1988; Sues and

Twisdale,1993).

2.1.2 ShuctuW Response Cmdeuiou

The SDOF commonly selected is the midpoint deflection or support rotation of

a slab representing the portion of the protective structr The wall dimensions typical

in protective construction in conjunction with observed response has led

to the comamon modeling of wall sections as one-way slabs (Biggs,1964; TM-5-855-

1,1986). Equivalent SDOF parameter qeesentations of such structures are provided in

tabular form in several publications (Biggs,1964; Crawford et al,1971; TM-5-855-1,1986).

"The justification for use of the uniform load and SDOF models hinges on the

uncertainties surrounding the loading and material responses not warranting elaborate

and/or expensive analysis techniques (Biggs,1964). Additionally, in protective

construction design, the main design driver has been maxinmum displacement, which has

been shown to be modeled reasonably well with the SDOF xesentation for above

ground and shallow buried structures (Coltharp et al,1985; a ,1986). The
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shortfials of the SDOF method this dissertation addres are:

1. Response characteistics generated for the designated degree of fteedom only.

2. Spatial load variations, to include fragment effects, can not be analyze

3. Shear away from the supports can not be analyzed directly.

4. Significant participation of higher modes of vation, typical under implsive

loadings, cannot be evaluated.

Wlhen under near field loading, shear failure has been shown to be prevalent (Ross

and Krawinkler,1985; m , 1986) as well as the early achievement of the ultimate

moment capacity at points away from the midspan With the addition of fragment

i and maximum nonuniform pressures near the bottom of the wall, shear failures

away from the supports have been observed. This so called punching shear or vertical

shear failure has been called an early time failure (Ross and Krawinkler,1985; Van Der

Veen and Blaauwndauhaad,1983; Krauthanimn,1986). The failure occurs so early that

there appears to be no flexural contribution. Thus it has been proposed a separate shear

and flexural criteria can be used to predict failure once the response has been compute

(Ross and Rosengren,1985; Krauthammer,1986). If the structure does not develop a

critical shear response, it can fail later in flexure. The ultimate moment may occur away

from the midspan if the pressures are sufficiently high and are concentrated in one area,

normally the bottom half of the wall. In these cases yielding then propagates toward the

midspan (Ross and Rosengren,1985; Krauthanmer,1986).

2.2 Pumabilislc Mehods in Design and Azmlysis of Niteclive Sbuctums Against

Weapon Effects
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2.1 Gienm

Probabilistic analysis of protective structures was first used for hardened facilities,

or facilities required to resist nuclear loads. In 1968 a program called FAST Ill was

completed which modeled various elements of the hardened or strategic systems failure

problem (Rowan, 1977). Failure Analysis by Statistical Techniques (FAST) was developed

to sudy nuclear attack survivability, using Monte Carlo simulation. Within the program

simulation are run with probable attack scenarios and possible failure modes and

probability statistics are conmput The code underwent several revisions (Rowan, 1977)

until it was replaced by Probability Assessment of Strategic Systems (PASS) code adopted

by the Air Force in 1988 (Kung et al,1988). The new code, which covers a wider variety

of scenarios and failure medbanisms than FAST, mirrors current technologies but uses the

same Monte Carlo approach to derive response and survivwbility statistics.

Several air base attack simulation models use a probabilisticapproach for assessing

overall damage effects from a predetermined attack scenario. One such program is

entitled TSARINA, and was developed by the RAND Corporation. The main objective

of this code is to generate air base attack outcomes that exhibit realistic levels of damage

across Monte Carlo trials. It was not designed to accurately estimate the damage to any

particular target for a particular impact point and weapon. Damage assessment is

accomplished using a "cookie-cuttee' method based on weapon effectiveness data taken

from the Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manuals/ Air to Surface (JMEM/AS) manual

which will be discussed later in the chapter. For each kind of point ipc weapon the

code assigns an effective miss distance (EMD) according to each target type.
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Sen.ulrdene type facilities would be one such target type. If a facility target falls

within the radius of a weapons EMD after an attack, the fraction of the facility covered

leads to the determination of the fractional damage to the facility. Cwurlative damage

from multiple point impacts may be attributed to a facility. Failure criteria for different

types of facilities are based on reaching a certain fractional damage level.

The Effectiveness'Vulnerability Assessment in Three Dimensions (EVA3D), is a

model developed under funding from the Air Force to assess the vulnerability of hard

targets (Bessette,1988). The results of this code could feed an overall air base or theater

conflict simulation model such as TSAR mentioned above. EVA3D is a Monte Carlo

simulation model which seeks to provide a realistic assessment of damage to a structure

and its contents. Either a structural kill or a functional kill may occur. The ability to

predict a functional kill is much more dependent on the foreknowledge or intelligence

available on that facility. Within the code a variety of predictivc "tools" are available.

The user has the ability to apply a force in one of four ways. They are: (1) laser-

guided bomb delivery, (2) electro-optical guided bomb delivery, (3) unguided or stick

bomb delivery and (4) Pk region analysis. Cases 1 and 2 both deal with precision guided

munitions and are not relevant to this work. Case 4 is available to specifically provide

output data that would be consistent with the data requirement of the TSAR/TSARINA

model. The stick bomb delivery method is the one of choice for this effort and will be

described in the context of its EVA3D application as background. EVA3D uses a

MSBASIC program developed by the JMEM community for evaluating runway

survivability firom an attack by an aircraft carrying a stick of "dumb" bombs. A stick
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dclivay is a dod of bombing in which tw or more bombs are relesed at a

predetemind interval from one aircraft as a result of a single actuation of the bomb-

release mechanism on the aircraf Stick patterns or how the weapons are delivered

relative to a reference point are generated using the JMEIVMAS data that is fed into the

Stickbomb code. The stick patter ae a ficaim of delivery profle, theweapons

loadout, intervelomtr setting, and weapon aerodnamic/stability c These

variables are inputs into the Suidcbomt code, After the Stickbonm code rem a stick

pattern relative to a reference point the EVA3D code determines the actual imp points

by applying a procedure that accounts for aiming error and ballistic eor. Each bomb

also is evaluated for fuse reliability, that is one bomb in so many is considered a "duc."

For the purposes of this work these "filters" will not be applied and the reference point

cited above will become the aim pout or center of the target. A sample stick pattern is

shown in Figure 2.3.

Chou and Chang,1987 suggests using Markov chains to model the detonation

locations of weapons during a sequence of attacks. This way the actual load seen by a

strcture may be approximated since the loading is directly proportional to the stnrctures

distance from the detonation point of the weapon.

Wong,1985, extended the first-order, second-momet method in attenpting to

quantify the uncertainties in the representation of dynamic soil-structure interaction(SSI).

Dynamic SSI refers to the coupling between the response of a buried structure and the

loading exerted by the medium on the structure after the detonation of a conventional

weapon either above or below ground. The parameters modeled as mnetai are the
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Figure 2.3 Typical Stick Pattern About An Aim Point

nominal ovepressure loading the loading moduli, the unloading mod* the pressure rise

time and the soil density.

Research funded by the Air Force has resultýd in work on the feasibility and

applications of stochastic methods in design and analysis of protective structures

(Twisdale,et aW.,1988; Ross, et al.,1988). Both reports recommend stochastic methods.

Twisdale,.et al.,1988, focused on developing a reliability based design for protective

structures. Their main approach is based on defining limit states for probable failure

modes. They recommend the use of a First-Order, Second-.Nbvk method (Ang and

Tang,1984) or Mode Carlo simulation as discussed earlier. Ross et al,1988, recomnnmd

the use of Moknte Carlo simulation for assessing the influence of unrtainties in design.
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Very recet en~iui in the conventional weapons effects cornamuity ha been

placed on increasing the ability to predict fiagnmet loadings on structure (Hader, 1983;

Koos, 1988; Marchand, 1988; Sues and Twisdale,1993). The work in this area centers

around the ability to predict a design fiagment and the loads gmerated from fragnen

applications. In protective cntrucitiim design, a design firagnet is specified for which

a structural element must resist peneatio, perforation and/or spalling. In the sarne

study advances have been mnde in the area of fragnent structure interaction to include

predicting the loads on the structure due to penerations versus ricochets. With current

methods, given a weapon location relative to the structure, the number of fragments that

penetrate and ricochet at each section can be predicted. In tun the load impted to the

structure may be predicted for eithe penedrion, perforation, cratering and ricochet.

Predictive tools under developient cirtly lack sufficient emnpical data to allow

reasonable verification of the results.

2.2.2 Application of Reliability NMds

The use of reliability methods in engineering design has significantly increased in

recent years. Because of the large uncertainties in most engineering problems the measur

of safety has shifted from simply applying a safety factor to developing probability based

design factors which account for the probability of failure or survival in a systematic and

accepted fashion (Ang & Tang,1984). Reliability problems aim to detemine a

probability of failure ( Pf ) for general engineering problem where failure is easily and

traditionally defined. In the area of design and analysis of protective structures the
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definitim of failure is not so well defined. Thse stnamU are deipged to wiatnd a

certain level of plastic respowe threfore generating a nonlinear problem Where that

nonlinemity crosses the level that renders the structural element under analysis unsable

is debatable. Therefore, in lieu of detenining a specic Pf it will be more useful to

develop a cumulative distribution fimKtion (CDF) for each rponse parmeer that migit

repXesent a failure mode that can be used for later development of one or more Pf's. It

has boen shomn that these sam reliability metx cmn be used to deveop the desired

CDF's (Wu, et al,1989).

The stracural reliability methods alluded to above were developed by Hasofer and

Lind,1974, Rackwitz and Feisler,1978, ohenbidcher and Rackwitz,1981, Tvedt,1983 and

Madsen et al, 1986. The initial step in these methods is to define a limit state function

or performance function. A typical perfonunce function takes the form:

g(D = AX,, X2,...,- X,)" (2.2)

in which the X, 's represent a set of basic state variables that define the perforanmc

either explicitly or implicitly. In general the X, 's may be correlated random variables.

For the purposes of this discussion they are assumed to be umcrelated and mually

independent.

The limit state may then be defined as g(X) = 0, which for reliability purposes

states that if g(X) <0 thenthe system is in a"safe state"and if g(X >0 the system

is in a "failure state." The probability density function (PDF) of the state variables is

defined asfx(x) = fx.,.....,x. (x ,..., x. ). The cumulative distribution function (CDF)

is further defined as
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P(g: g) =F S)- f fj) (2.3)

This imiltiple integral is in gmneral very difficult to evaluate since the furiction g(XJ is

typically nonlinear.. The strctural reliability community has overcom this difficulty by

adoping and developing a variety of o;;roximne methods for defining probaility of

safety or in more general terms the CDF describe above. One altanative is a Mante

Cado sinulation which requires a larg mnter of compquir nrm. This is fwlw

complicated when g(X) is not an explicit function as will be the case in the structural

analysis of this work. Other approximate methods we aumnuized by stating that hey

rely on the determination of a most probable failure point (MPFP) to evaluate the

above. The MPFP defined as the pout on the failure mrface generated by nultiple

evaluations of g(x), thdat gives the minuinui distance to the origin of a plot of that

surface. Given a plot of the g-function, at the MPFP that function is further linearized

if it is not by definition a linear function. In the case were g is not an explicit fuction,

a polynomial or response suface representation of g must be determined by multiple nm

of the implicit code that represents g. Prior to deternining the MPFP the genrlly non-

normal dependent random variables, X, , are transformed into a set of independen

standard nrmW variables u,.

NASA began a 10-year program in 1984 called PSAM (probabilistic structural

analysis methods) for the purpose of developing probabilistic methods and structural

analysis codes for the components of current and future reusable space propulsion

systemns. Southwest Rcsearch Institute (SwRI) of San Antonio is one of the key
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conm in this effort Under this pram a probalmilisc finite tcode called

NESSUS (NOwiical Evaluation of Stochasic Stunctum Under SUsXWu wad

Wirsdiing1967B) was developed by SwRI. NESSUS is desipWe specifically for

preficing strucural remwe caused by uctain basic vaiabls mdi as loads, matial

piopaties, geomety and bualky coi.itions

SwRl has published nuerou papers using wha thdy call a new, f probdAbty

analysis for relibility (Wu and Wirsching1987A). They extend the FF1 method of

Rackwitz and Fiessler ,1978 and Chin and Lind,1983. Their new FPI method has bern

dem-,si-tae to provide fast and accurae estimates of probability of failre for

perfomanm functions normally associated with engineering aplicadins They harodue

an iinroved sdcm for constructing the equivalut ormn•l dis'bitions and a quadrkic

ton of the original limit state with log f im options.

21.3 Noa M~idow Efiech Minas (JVM

The form of the weapon delivery accuracy adopted by the U.S. Departmiat of

Defen (DoD) is outlined in the kint Mmwutjt Fffectiven,. Mad (JAE". The

process of estimating force aequirements stems fiom the estimation of the effectiveness

of the weapons systems the DoD manains. These same mthods may be used to

estimate t probabilities associated with the effectiveess of an adveraries! weapons

The three conditions which lead to the d ination of the weapon to be used for a

specific attack scenario are:

1. Capabilities and Characteristics of Weapons and Fuses

2. Target Chamrcteristics and Vulnemrability
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3. Weapon-ystom ERetivae

Of these three the third will be of most impmortmce in this wkrL It is asund

that the first two have been conidemd by the strategist and have lead to the selection

of a cetain weapon or type of weapon Teefore, the structural analysis will be run

against a specific weapont asanwmng it will be delivered in the moaadvago

method Weapon delivery accuracy is the prime measre of weapon-systen

eFM Wvainm This param will be the priay input mnfintion d it cm be

influenced by nmy unprefdictable ssociated variable. The untaimi associated

with the nmuas estintes are based on data derived fix= pea expenc test results,

and theoretical calculatios The probability of hit of a typical convutonal weapnis

charactied in the JAM& by the tem Circular Error Probable or CEP. For a large

number of bomb drops the ipact poits describe a nonul disoributbo 11 probebility

structure of the accuracy of a weapo may be described in me or twvo dimesins. When

the target can be described by one dimension so may the weapn accracy. An example

would be the bombing of a highway where the accuacy may be 1ciwaaized by the

impact distance to the left or rig&t of the roadway centerline. The JAMA staft that the

crossata& and alongtrak values of bomb irmpacs we ixdepenident and nonraly

distributed events. As such the probability of both events is the product of each

individual event The joint probability density function is shown as:

Ax,),) - -'(9 - p,.?/ 2o@2 . (. - 2, j /2.,2I (2.4)
2n~v 27oaa
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Where the above fmctim desci'bes the pnb&ft smxty of the weam amncy in

rdmpuw coordinates, it has bem comvamt to describe it in circuar coodinaes.

Making the appriae utm f1 6 i-ns the disatribuion function above may be writtm as:

P = I - e"•'w (2.5)

with

r2 = x 2 + y 2  O, = 0, =- (2.6)

To find the vahlu of r that will give a circle cotaining 50 paerut of the inacs,

P is set equal to 0.5. Ibis results in:

0.5 = 1 - e (2.7)

or

er-I2' = 0.5 (2.8)

Taking the natural log and rearranging, yields:

r = o -(2-) = 1.1774o = CEP (2.9)

This is defined as the CEP or the radius of the circle in which 50 percet of the impacts

will occur. Weapons and associated weapons systems or platforms are assigned CEPs for

strategic planning purpmses.

In most cases the distribution is noncircular or a.x oy. The delivery accuracy

is therfore defined in trms of two normal variates. They are the range eror, R, and
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th delection aror, D. Tie range aror R replaces the variable Y and the deflection

errof [ replaces the variable y. Range P•r probable (REP) and deflection error

probable (DEP) values are derived in the smne amnr as the CEP and can be foWnd in

the JMEM for calculating delivery accracies. The values of REP and DEP awe given in

the JMEM and can be used to back out the first and second mommts of the variables

using the following relations developed in the manual:

REP = 0.6745a, DEP = 0.674 5aD (2.10)

Here aR and aD are the delivery-accuacy numires in range and deflection,

respectively. To illustrate tis, let the aimpoint be the taet aud let the flig path be

over the target If two parallel lines are drawnone on eithw side of the flight path, at

a distance DEP, an infinite strip would be formed that contained 50% of the impacts of

the individually aimed and delivered weapon. Lkewise, an infinite str similarly

constructed, at 900 to the first strip, having 2*REP as its overall width, would also

contain 50% of the iVacts. The intersection of these two strips about the target or

aimpoint will contain 25% of the fimacts.

2.3 E 1 1 m 1tl Test Design

Exerimental test design or design of exeriments (DOE) is a mehod of tailoring

expaerments in order to exract the most mexaingful infmnation. The rmed is very

useful when there are many variables that contribute to the design of a single expriment.

One run of a corpter program may be intapd as a single epiment The metwd

prompts the user to evaluate the output requiremen desired and up-front make deisions

that can result in fewe ru , apply simpler analysis techniques and yield nore
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inkirnation tha undesigned cixainments The outpu is gmerally more reliable than the

employment of traditional eq mentaon techniques which involve vaying process

inputs in a unsystenafic way. This medhod often inludes letting the results of one rnm

determine the inputs to the net run which may tell you what you want to know or may

in effect be very misleading In cont rast design requires carefil

considerations about all aspects of your exviment before you make a single rim. This

method can save a Veat deal of time that may be used in guided uns tat oftm lead

the analyst down a long and unproductive road. What assunptions one makes before

embring on a systematic epe=imalt process can be critical to the atess and

the validity of the results.

The stages of the expain'nal design process are as follows.

a) define the problem

b) specify the model

c) select a design

d) running the experiment

e) analyze the data

f) interpret the results

"The following is a brief description of each stage

a) Define the Pmbleem

Defining the problem requires the expMeimen to become familiar with what he

is trying to achieve. While defining the problem an objective must be determined. The

factors or variables which will interact in a specified process to produce or accomplish
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tha objective are determined Fimally, ft resone or re•pm of &e procs that

maue vwh e the objective has been met are established. If a represatatio of the

proces over an attire opoing range is desired the response surf=ce hdology (RS"

is recommde.1

b) Specifyw Mbd

Proper modeling of the proce in order to stud the iteactions and cotibutions

of each fatr to th observed response is the key of the nwdoc The model will be a

generic equation that will be used to predict the outcome of the process after initial data

has been cllected and analy-zed The model may be eithw linear or more complex.

Through an malysis of a limited set of actual process runs the coefficients of the model

eqmtion we damund. The nmber of actual process runs required is determined based

on the elted deip meth-d.

c) asDulp

The design is the method of determining the actual runs required of an axeriment

to adieve the desied objective. The design and its specific form are detmnine on the

overall objective, the nmber and type of factors and the order of the terms in the model.

Clasical and opdiml we the two general categories of designs. The following are a few

types of clacal designs:

- Phokett-Burmen - Fractional Factorial

- Full Factorial - Box-Behmken

- Ceniral Coqosite - Orthogonal Arrays

These clasical designs are generally inflexible on the number of runs and variable
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settings requiredL Optimal designs are less comvional and use copqlcx algoritfm to

debmine a reduction of nm and variable settings. Although fewer rim are

acc plshd the ion of the results is often more difficult. One of the most

commn optimal design is the D-opitimal design. The D in D-optimal refers to a

"detaminnt" manipulation. The m iiin of the value of the detemit of the

coefficients is equivalent to minimizing the uncataity in the coefficient values. RSM

mgenemlly require classical metxd due to thir complex coefficients.

d) It= the Eipent

Once the number of runs is determined along with the desired variable values

associated with each run a worksheet is developed and the results are cataloged.

e) AMidye the Rt

Regression techniques are used to fit the data to the model. Once the initial

results are fit the model is evaluated and refined until the model results are reasonable.

f) Intermpt the Results

With a satisfactory model it can be used to learn more about the basic process.

In this case the model will be used to determine the probability structure of the response.
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3.1 I9nwdwton

This chapter describes the development of load and structural models which

together generate response statistics for typical hardened facifiies subjected to

conventional weapons effects. Ihe load model is derived fiom coded blast environment

prediction fomulas and graps found in the literature. The model presented etxds

current methods by incorporating the ability to predict loads on strce in both time

and space. A typical wall unit is modeled as a continuous, hysteretic beam in order to

accept the spatiatemporal load model input and produce response statistics acoss its

height. The loading parameters as well as the structure equations of state are

nondimesionalized within the code to allow investigations of various structural

configurations with a minimum of input The equations of state of the structure are

solved by the method of weighted residuals, on an iterative basis. The combined load and

strcture models is termed the Response Statistics Generat (RSG) mod&. RSG model

results are compared to full and sub-scaled test results from the literature (Pyle and

Baber,1991).

"The following statements/assunptions are made as a preface to the remainder of

this chapter:

1. The attack scenario posits the use of unguided munitions against the target.

These unguided munitions are normally deployed in "sticks" from four to eight weapons

per aircraIf
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2. A wall of the above grVnd hardened structure considered in this study,

subjected to blast and fragment loadings from a conventional weapon detonated in its

vicinity, will respond as a one-way slab (Biggs1964; Cotharp,1985; Hyde,1988). This

assumption is based on the fact that a typical hardened structure wall has a length to

height ratio which aliows for this dirctaizton. Therefore, typical wall units will be

described as a series of beam models. The beam model will represent a section of the

structure desribed as the region of interest (ROT) in this work (Figure 3 4).

3. The weapons to be investigated will be general purpose bombs which will be

assumed to detonate at a near vertical orientation or perpendicular to the ground surface

with the nose touching. Casings effects will not be considered explicitly but will be

included by usiwg the total weapon weight (explosive plus casing weight) for calculating

blast loadings.

3.2 Loading Nbdel

The blast environment from a surface detonation of a typical conventional weapon

is depicted in Figure 3.1. In this Figure, taken from TM5-855,1986, the common

approximation that the load is applied uniformly at the structure is depicted when in fact

it varies rapidly over the height of the wall. In order to accurately represent the loading

of a structure from the near field detonation of a conventional weapon, a model is

required that can represent both the spatial and temporal characteristics of this phenomena

The free-field pressmutime history from conventional weapon detonation is shown in

Figure 3.2, also from Th5-855. The program ConWep, a conventional weapons effects

code developed by the Army Corp of Engineers, Waterways Experiment Station
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Figure 3.1 Surface Burst Blast Envirnm8n5t (Th5-855,1986)

.5n .10 2.S ARE UNDRCRVE

Figure 3.2 Typical Free-Field Pressure-Time History Fromn a Conventional Weapon
Detonation (TM5-855, 1986)
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(Hyde,1988), uses the physics described later in this section to predict the blast

nionmnt from a weapon detonation. The incidet pressure-time history see at the

base, the mid-height and top of the ROI are shown in Figures 3.3 drogh 3.5. Clearly

the blast seen by the wall is not uniform. This variation is furdi aggerated by the

higher reflection and magnification of the blast at the lower angles of incidence for the

lower portions of the wall. It is argued that the variations are not critical for calculating

the bmdig response of the section, however they seem to be antical for predicting shear

failures away from the supports as was discussed in Section 2.1.

The principal parameters that can be takm fiom Figure 3.1 are:

(1) Tine of arrival, after detonation, of the blast wave to the smxture. (t,, nsec)

(2) Positive pressure phase duration of blast after arrival at structure. (tjnmsec)

aS. 5 5 1 See 23 0

5,55 P ots~eIs p 5 22

*5 tee. S ,t 551 ? Sg0 A sp I II

I I I I I I I I

Figure 3.3 ConWep Plot of Pressure-Tune Himtory at the Base of the Wall
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(3) Peak positive unidt prese seci by di *uctue (Pt.,i)

(4) Positive incident impulse delivered to the structure. (i. nmec*psi)

These paraniers are presented in grhical and equation form in Kingery,1966.

Figure 33 is an extract from Kingey,1966 and was consfted using the results of

expe t, al tests accomplished with h r surface bursts of payloads ranging

from 5 to 500 tons. Cube root scaling and altitude corrections were nde to bring the

results to standard sea level conditions for a I pound TNT chrge The crxves were dtn

generated using standard curve fitting techniques- The required input for pulling

information from this graph is the scaled range of the detonation. This is a combination

of the location of the detonation relative to the facility or range (R) and the TNT

equivalent throw weight (W) of the charge. The scaled range (SR) is defined as:

Fiur .4, C ~p Plt of Prssu, re-un )fsor atteM -eg fteWl

",*. * e,,. ,, .|, Ii 14 2112

I ~,

•'•ll • S.* . ,, ,e. ,'Il J Il l • | S l I I J | Il J l

3
,51 1te'

Figure 3.4 Con~~~~~~ep .'ot ofS Fn -sI•a h i-eih fteWl
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SR L (xz a -RWI (3.1)

This so called cube root scaling is attributed to Hoinson,1915, and is well docunimted

and accepted in the literatur (Baker,1973; Kingmy,1966).

The weapon used in this work is assumned to be a gmtal pxupose bomb dnanting

on impact at a near pepedicular angle to the sdrfac of the ground. Eplicit

casing/fragmmt loading effects will be disregrded but will be accoumted for by

inceamng the TNT throw weight of the wapo by the casing weight. The exclusion of

the casing effects is not meat to infer its uimportnce but is an initial sfinlifying

assmnption deemed necessary to set up the nviho As discussed in Section 2.1, lhm

is a great deal of interst in the community for fwihe study of case fiagmt loadings

• . *'tii.t rtsr I~g* p s etetII S Irfait *.r t 2- 14 1112

Ceirge St alll. II 521 I

*at~t. rfe¶ 1S SO
et~il *Itltgff. 35, 72) I

'**.;i*. si, mit)t 203 3

Fu3lot of fressuThm His

Isl:l .Is [I |

I I - I'

2 2 * S It Is isS I I 1

Figure 3.5 CnWep Plot of • -is~ at the Top of the Wall
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Figure 3.6 Positive Phase Shock Wave Parameters for Hemispherical T1NT Bursts at
Sea Level (TM5-855,1986)
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Sj STRUCTURE

REGION OF INTEREST'

DETONATION LOCATION

REGION OF INTEREST'

I

WEAPON RANGE AND ANGLE OF INCIDENCE

Figure 3.7 Swmcxte Region of ltaut ad Burst Ofitation

and the synergistic effect of blast and fiagmnts. The tedmology to predict such eflMcrs

is not available at present and in fa the new tr-ervice convetional weapons effects

design manual, under development, uses the above assupiaon. The underlying

in describing the distribution of fragments from a cased ordna••e is based on a probability

law and should lend itself to inclusion in subsequent work.

Given the attack scenaio above, the burst location relative to the ROI, which will

be further defined in Section 3.4, may be defined by the range (R) and angle of incidec

(a), which are functions of the lateal and incident standoffs, x and z respectively as

shown in Figure 3.7.

Segments of the progam ConWep were modified and inmcrpored into the load

models presented here. ConWep tds the weapon TNT equivalet frow weigit aid
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detnMion location and calclates te scaled rmnq. With dr scaled rmp ConWep

utilizes eqtioms derived fron the arves of Figure 3.6 to generate the paametes which

may feed the empirically based wodified Friedlander equation (Baer,1973) to prodce

the ideal blast presu-time history in air. The modified Fr •l e equ"aton

- 1-.-. j -, ,-(3.2)

measures time from the time of arrival of the blast wave to the point in space of inteet

Various forms of this equation am found in the literatre and range from tiagular

repesentation with two variables, to this eqonatial equation with free variables to

multiple epetial equati with five variables (Bake.,1973). The choice of

enmirical iqei n is ctm e with the accuracy desired but td "probably the

best compromise is the modified Friedlandr equation, since it.-allows adjustint to

conform to the most important blast wave properties and yet is not too complex,"

(Baker,1973).

When the blast wave hits a rigid surface the particle velocities are arrested and the

pressur density and temperature increased above the values in the free field incident

wave (Baker, 1973). The magnification resulting from the reflection of the blast wave is

a fuiction of the incident wave pressure and the angle of incidence a. As defined, the

lower the angle of incidence the hige the magnification factor. Mvbgnification factor

curves, as seen in Figure 3.8, have been developed and are common throughout the

literature. These curves, which wee generated from expei a data (Crawford,1971),
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are coded in ConWp and were also incorporated into the load models drweopeL 1%o

load model setations were generated and investigated in this work The goal of

each model was to best rereset the nonniomity of the dynamic loading on a structure

from a near field conventional weapon detonation and lend itself to iterfcing with the

sucu modl wih wa deveophes•

3.2.1 - Tempod WAve Form Mbdel

In Colthdp et ai,1985, a scaled test srctue was sujected to the near field (5 to

15 feet) detonation of a typical conventional TNT throw weight (250 to 1000 lbs) weapon.

The test structure was ' with premsue uges as shown in Figure 3.9. The

plot of the average pessmures at various times along the vertical gag line is shown in

Figure 3.10. These series of plots represent a typical set of blast profiles which would

C, 0. StQUCi'UDE

P?4

* P2 3

Figure 3.9 Location of Pressure Gau for Test Series 1 of Coltarp, et al, 1985
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be produced by a cuvaial weapon in the TNT aow wagIt mad standoff ranges of

irtntest in this study. The rd on of these profiles, while varying the m

pressure multiplier, represents a typical spatial and temporal loading sequence needed for

input into the continuous beam model developed in section 32.. 1Ie reprduton of these

profiles for the purpose stated will be called the Temporal Wave Form (JWF) load moxdel.

In development of the TWF load model, the plots of Figure 3.10 were reproduced

by multiple order polynomials as shown in Figure 3.11. Based on an analysis of pressure

time-histories for specific weapons employments (Coltharp et al,1985; Wright et al,1988;

Hyde,1989) and running numerous sinmulations with ConWep, the number of profiles

required to represent the temrpal and spatial load history associated with the scaled

ranges ( range (R) over the cube root of the TNT trow weight) of intre are shown

Table 3.1. These allocations are based on the fact that the furthl- fiom the stmcture the

weapon detonates the more the load profile resembles a plane wave.

Scaled Rang Nmber of Profiles Kequired(SR = R/W1/3)
SR < .75 6

.73 < SIR < 1.25 5
1.25 < SR < 1.75 4
1.75 < SR < 2.2.5 3

SR > 2.25 2
Table 3.1 scaled Range V -rsu- Pf'otiles Required

The prime indicator for allocating profiles and assigning presue tn multipliers is achk

of the total imus ftvx to the structure for a given loading scenario. The inmplse

Sto the beam element is copue by summiing the impulse applied by eachi

profile. The individual profile impulse is detemnined by fitegrating each profile

ploynomial over its assigned duration. The geeae total impulse values are compared
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to hmlse calculatioms reurned by the CmWep proguun CmWep divides a tructural

element into sections and collects the impulse values shown in Figure 3.6 associated

with the scaled range to each section. Table 3.2 shows the results of eoaustive

comparisons of the type depicted above. This table shows the observed relation between

the number of profiles required and th percentage of the wna nm reflected pressure and

positive phase duration allocated to each profile.

Given a scaled range the TWF model deermines th required rmtber of profiles

from Table 3.1. The TWF model then takes the calculated maxinum reflected pressure

C 4

Figure 3.11 Generic Loading Profiles Generated Using the Temnporal Wave Form
Model
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and positive phase duration and applies then to the appropiate set of profiles per Table

3.2. The RSG program calls the TWF model at each time step and applies the

appropriate load to the structure model. Figure 3.11 is a plot of a case where five profiles

were required to identify the loading based on the scaled range.

Total i Prolile Percent of Maximum Percet o Positve
of Profiles Nwnber Pressure Per Profile Phase Duration Per

Profile
6 100 5

5 66 5
4 34 10
3 13 10
2 7 10

............ 1 7 60
5 5 100 5

4 37 10
3 20 10

10 20
10 60

4100 4 15
3 54 15

230 30
330

3 1W3 35

54 25......... .1754 4M
2 2 100 40

1 85 60

Table 3.2 Profile Allocations

3.2.2 - SpuatlTempond Modified FIiedlmder Fqwdion Model

The ability to vary the load spatially is added to the modified Friedlander equation

by making the primary input parameters functions of the vertical location of the point of

interest relative to the burst location. The time of arrival (Q and positive phase duration
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(t.) become funxtios of the three dinsniomal scaled range C'DSR) defined in equation

3.3, which includes now the distance up the ROI (y) from the ground surface. The

incid•t pressure (P.) also becomes a function of the TDSR. The resulted incident

pressure is magnified by the apropriate reflection factor from Figure 3.8 using as input

the angle of incidence calculated using the xy and z coordinates of the point of iterest.

The input needed to generate the required paramters at any point along the ROI are the

detonation location, x and z, the distance up the ROI, y, and the Weapon throw weight,

W. The TDSR to any pout along the ROI is therefore:

TDSR = (x2+z2 +Y2) (3.3)

WIP

With this scaled range one can go to the uarves of Figure 3.7 and read off the

parameters identified above. The ability for spatial variation is coupled with the inherent

temporal variability of the equation resulting in the spatial/tenrporai modified Friedlander

equation:

P(yt) =Ppy) *H[t-ta(y)] r-:( ) (
*11 .( Y ( 3 .4)

[ t-t (Y) 1
*exp[-A(y)*(t----)

ThevalueP.(y) is the reflected pressure seen at the pointy up the wall, attimet. The

Heaviside function H[t - t,(y)] ensures the loading at a specific point is not applied prior

to its time of arrival.
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As part of the son, the height of te ROI is normalized and it

is given a unit width Pamers are calculated at 70 locations up the wall with 50

failing on the lower half of the wall Awe the loading dhanges most rapidly. At each

location an equation is generated and the parameers stored. For a typical 12 foot high

wall, loaded by a 1000 pound bomb at a 15 foot perpedicular standof& Figures 3.3-3.5

show the incident pressure time histories at the base of the wall, the mid point and the

top. These figures were S rated in the program CmWoWep. The reflected presue may

be calculated by multiplying the incident pressures on these curves by the angle of

incidence multiplier taken from Figure 3.8. At each integration time step the model pulls

1-2.45

t:• 95

i~C 55

0)

Co

C
0

2 5 5

•- 4 0

Refiecteo Pressure. MPa

Figure 3.12 Load Profiles Created with the Spatial and Temporal Friedlander
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thle amat load on that segmat of the ROI from t&e •ropiate curve.

The Friedlander equation model can also be used to gnerate profiles similar to

the ones recorded in Coltharp et al,1985. Figure 3.12 shows profiles gmeatod from the

Friedlander model using the test parametas from Coltharp et al,1985 as input

3.3 AlW Mdl Sdecion

For the purpose of this study the Spatial/Temporal Modified Friedlander Equation

leant itself well to integration into the structure model md solution mdiod doen. The

TWF model, though deemed applicable, did not lend itself to the weighted residual

method used to solve the equations of state.

3.4 Stnuctim 1bd

Reinforced concrete wall structures subjected to the conventional weapons effects

of interest in this work have been shown to respond essntially as one way slabs,

therefore the use of a beam model to represent the response diavackristics is justified.

It is desired to model the beam so that the response can be evaluated along its entire

length in such a way as to include the higher modes of vibration. It is also desired that

the model not be too detailed as to cause umwanted compledty requiring long and

expensive computer runs, as in a nonlinear finite element analysis. The nonlinear

response of the strcture is therefore modeled as a continuous hysteretic beam. The beam

model is taken to represent the vertically centered section of the wall refeTed to as the

ROI in Figure 3.7.

The support conditions that best represent the response of similar structures has

been characeized as being somewhere between fixed and simply supported (Ross and
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Krawinkler,1985). To gain isnht into the methd prqeosed the emple deloped in

this work assumes simply muorted conditions. This asswnpTion however is not unique

as can be seen in the literatr (Coltharp et al,1985; Big,1962). Other suport

conditions could be incorporated into the model at a later date.

If the system is modeled as a general beamn the equation of motion of the system

can be written as

m + pAv,, = q.(xt) (3.5)

where the comma and subscript letters represent the derivative of that term with respect

to the subscripted letter. The moment curvatum relationship can be defined in terms of

linear and nonlinear portions. The moment term of equation 3.5 can be written as:

m(x,t) = AoE/v,. + (1-Ao)M IAItogl (3.6)

The term M represents the nonlinear, hysteretic portion of the total moment The term

Ao can be interpreted as the post-yield to pre-yield moment-curvat ratio or for

reinforced concrete, the post-yield to inital tangent ratio and it controls the degree of

nonlinearity that the system will exhibit (see Figure 3.13). For example, if AO equals I

the system is effectively linear while if A0 equals = 0, the system is fully nonlinear

hysteretic. Substituting equation 3.6 into equation 3.5 rermsm:

(1 -AdM,= + Ao~v,= + pAv,,, = q,,(xt) (3.7)

The term q.xt) represents the load model input to the system. The hystertc nmnt

curvature relationship may be expressed in various ways. One particularly convenient

form is the rate type smooth hysteretic system attributed to Bouc(1967),
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MV "= - I A 1A2 I4 "Ain (3.8)

H-re Mt is the ultimate moment, hovevv', *, is the curvature where the initial taget

curve imtacep the horizontal ultimate monnit curve. A typical hysteretic owe is

shown in Figure 3.13. The terms A,, A2 and n of eqution 3.8 control the sdpe of the

hysteretic curve inorder to replicate the response history of a real world system (see Baber

and Wen,1979 for studies on hysts shape conrol). This and similar models were

developed to represer response of structures to seismic type dynamic loadings which

would normally take it through several cycles. The model may also be modified to

include system degadation. At this time there is not sufficiet data to geeate an

appropriate degradation model for the types of loadings under considetion heein. The

motion of the system is now totally defined by equations 3.7 and 3.8. Closed form

solution of these equations is difficult, so a reasonable approximate solution is desired.

Prior to developing a solution technique the equations are nondimensionalized.

This will allow the analysis of systems with various reinforcing and concrete

configurations by manipulation of only three input variables. The equations become, after

rearranging to solve for the derivative of the displacement with respect to time:

v,,, = q(g,r) - (1 - Ao)p,c - Aov,•CI (3.9)

, v,, -A1 Iv,,IINC I- p - .4'v,li" (3.10)

The details of the nondimensionalization are in the Appendix A.
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M

Figure 3.13 Typical Momet-Curvatmu Relatiohip
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Figure 3.14 Typical Smooth Hysteretic System
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3.5 Shm Teld"i~

The *pDm h cxam to solve h equations a the method of weagted

residu nnhm s1958). Following this nzhodolo, a set of co•plete fumctions

thg satisfy the physical bomdary conditions ae chosen to approaxrne the resone of

thes Thedisp.l ant of the system is qprvodn-ed by a finite sum of tram in

the form

U,

v(•,r) = • u~(r)Y(. () (3.11)
k-I

where the conmplete set of fwictions % we choe to be the set of eigm-fimuons tdo

satisfy the assuned end conditions. In a like nuaw the nmmet solution may be

approximated as a series takdng the form:

% (3.12)
1=1

Substituting the assumed solutions of the associated linear systema into the differential

equations results in a residual difference e. The residuals of equations 3.9 and 3.10

become:

ell= -i V ,, + q(•,r)
k-i

"(3.13)

- (I - A) E 0494PI - AoE 'T.4'akU
11 k-1

and
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12 *IPI,: + E! U 'g.
1-1 k-I

- AlIrE YFk I IE OjCP (E *tI5 ) (3.14)

k-I 1-1

=v Yk k-1,2,...,n, (3.15)

then substituting this variable fnto equations 3.13 and 3.14, results in thee first order,

partial differential equations. Following the weidW residual method, the tarr in

equations 3.13 and 3.14 am vrthogm-alized with repect to a set of weigl-ing funcions

with the equations taling the form

S= 0 k=1,2,...,n, (3.16)
0

0 1=1,2,...,n, (3.17)

Where el, and e, denote the residual equations 3.13 and 3.14 above. The model solves

equations 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 sIntaneowly for the coefficierts a, P and y at specific

times r. The total nmmb of equations to be solved is equal to twice the number of

ternms wed in equation 3.11 plus the number of term used in equation 3.12. The
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complte s of functions ued as the •@rowdmde sohtion alsoI rqxet the mode

shapes of a linearly responding simply supod beam. It is interesting that even with

the nonlinearity of this problem significmat "modal" response occurs when the detonation

location is close to the wall. Once the coefficients are ddmnined, the displ

monxxnt shers and cirvatte at any point along the beam and at my time during the

response history, can be evaluated.

Input variables associated with the model amr pmrted in table 33. Reslts of

the model under a distributed unit, dynamic load were compared to a single degree of

freedom (SDOF) and a finite element representations of the system. The SDOF analysis

was rmn using a program entitled Biggs (Baker,1989). The finite elemnt rmode consisted

of 10 two-dimensional beam elements using the program ANSYS, (Swanson Analysis

Systems, 1989) which repr td half the beam recognimg symmety. Deflection

results at various points along the beam wre compared. Figures 3.15-3.17 show a

comparison of maximun deflections at three points. N W= values were within 2% of

each other for these locations.

The NONLIN model required seven alpha and beta terns to en•sre convergence.

The influence of the higher order terms is most evident in the response away from the

midspan.
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mdel Vaiabes

n, AO, Al, A2 Hyeis shqe faors

andN N r ofmom" (p) and
2.s1 acit (y) taix in fth solution

TItfrations Tine step anl iteratio

shuch=. Valdlm
fand Steel yield and! concret

RHOS (s,) F-a a Of steel xenbn

XL, d Wall heiglt and thickness

GAMC (y) Desity of coce

Devety md Lad. Vuaies
ZVAL, XVAL Ramp an! deflecti distm fiom

cmtaiim of the ROI

WAL iNT eqeat thNOw LIight of VMap

Table 3.3 NONUIN Input Variables
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17 Ned of Vufyht 1iw Nuu"er of Term in w Sdoio

The effect of the number of tarms N,, and NK,. used in the solution was

investigated for a typical loading scenario. Assuming the validity of the approximation

increases with the number of terms used (mningham,1956). an attenpt was made to

find the point where the chand e in response became minimal with an increase of term

Using the design of experiments (DOE) methodology and the program RS/Discover

(BBN,1992A), an experimnt was designed to show the effect of vaying the number of

AO = 0.05 Al = 0.5
A2 =0.5 n=5
"TS = 0.01 Iterations = 100
fc= 5000 psi fs = 60,000 psi
ps =0.0025 7c = 150 pcf
XL= 120 inchaes d = 30 inxh
WVAL = 2000 lbs ZVAL = 10 feet
XVAL 0

Table 3.4 NvNu Experiment Variable Settings

N, and Nv, terms on the response statistics generated by the NONLIN model. The

parameters in Table 3.4 were used in the analysis. The DOE response surface

methodology was chosen, with a Central Composite FaceCentered (CCF) design. The

resulting relationship was modeled with a quadratic equation. The CCF design required

13 runs to characterize the response. The results showed that the deflection and curvature

predictions were not nearly as sensitive to variations in the number of terms
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NV NU Max Deflection Max Shear
(inche) (kps)

6 6 2.65 77.62
6 10 2.65 67.67
1 1 2.53 17.36
10 10 2.66 159.91
10 6 2.63 87.47
10 1 2.59 21.16
1 6 2.51 24.67
6 1 2.56 23.73
1 10 2.51 22.4

Table 3.5 RS/Discover Worksheet - Experknt NvNu

Figure 38PltoSh 4 la of a

.-. 4t, | s | i It i t $ l t fl• t * tl t t [

• :. el..1 4* 4 .i SE s. .4 4ip lU1

"H' 4,.l*4

Fiur 3.1 Plto ha•o obntos fN n ufo SDso
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as the shear and mornet predictions. The deflection and sh=ar results are shomn in Table

3.5. Figure 3.18 is a plot of the shxe model developed by RS/liscover from the data

of Table 3.5. The plot is of shear predictions for Nv equal to I and 10 versus a range of

NM. The 95% simultaneous confidence bounds shown have the property that at most, 5%

of the models predictions will have a single confidence interval that does not contain the

true estimate for the prediction (BBN,1992B).

3.7 Cmpdson of Plspom Mbdul o Test Ikis

The combined conventional weapon load model and semihardened structure model

was evaluated by comparison of deflection results from the application of actual weapon

loadings on structures for which test results are available in the literature.

The tests series used for compaison are repouted in Cothp et al, 1985, Wright et al,1987

and Hyde,1989. Table 3.6 gives the results of the model simulations. The standoffs

referenced are incident values. Test displacements were recorded using active gages. The

charge weight and standoff locations for the Hyde and Coltharp tests are not presented

due to security classification. Although not fully validated, this comparison ows that

the NONLIN code returns reasonable predictions for the input variable ranges of interest.

The response statistics generator (NONLIN) returns a crude estimate of the total shear

response that could be enhanced by inclusion of a Timoshenko beam element in the

model. In a like manne, the inclusion of fragment effects may be included at the crude

level of the current state of technology in this area These two additions should add to

the procedure's ability to predict shear kills explicitly. As stated in the background

information there are numerous researchers working on the problem of the synergistic
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effects of blast and fragmrts on the respote of the wall mad te reiftaut synrfgistic

shear and bending respose. The hystereic material model my also be modified to more

harge Stand Cow. Wal Wall Tea Calculated Testing
Weight off Stregth Hei Dph Mid-san Deflect Ref

Deflec.
lb

TNT ft psi in in in in _

64 20 4700 94 12.6 .1 35 Wright
et al,87

64 5 4700 94 12.6 .64 .76 Wright
et al,87

194 20 4700 94 12.6 .9 .85 Wright-
et al,87

- - 5000 158 24.75 2.46 239 Hyde,89

- - 4700 65 12 .94 .94 Colthaip
_ _et al,85

4700 65 12 .61 -. 37 Coltharp
et al,85

4700 65 12 1.94 1.68 Hyde,89

closely represent the response characteristics of reinforced concrete A major difficulty

that must be resolved is generalizing the hysteresis (or failure model) to pernit interaction

between shear and flexure failure surfaces. This is not a trivial matter.
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S=hodic AnuIyu of A Ikdemd F•afty

4.1 hIiiedhOu

"This dwper takes the scenario discussed in Chapter 3 and presents a methodology

to predict the probability of kill of a structural target following a conventional weapons

attackL The load and smtture models developed in Qiapter 3 are used, where

applicable, to predict the probability of kill of a section of the safuctze or region of

interest (ROI) given an attack. The attack scenario of interest is an attack with tactical,

non-precision weapons, delivered in a "Stick" pottemn of four or eigit bombs per stick.

The target structure is considered killed if any portion of the outer shell, wall and/or root

is compromised to the point that it allows the infillration of airborn chemical or

biological agents. The input statistics required to assess the probability of kill are given

in Table 4.2. Limit state functions are developed for both weapon delivery accuracy as

well as structral response using these input variables. The total probability of kill of

the sruture is the union of the probability of kill for each weapon. The probability of

kill for each weapon is determined by evaluating each limit state function cited in Table

4.1. The probability of kill for each limit state i, can be written as:

Pk,= PR, * Pk/RA (4.1)

Here the probability of kill, Pi, is the product of two probabilities, the probability of

structural kill (Pkt) given the weapon hits within that kill region and the probability that

the weapon hits (PRI) within that region.
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"Mhe oxd kiM hi sote fiimcm es s fshe for this wok are listed and

discused briedy in T"be 4.1, developed in detail in Sections 42 and 4.3 amd presented

explicitly n Section 4.5.1. Fire 4.1 mw• Or response reoms cited in Table 4.1.

A gmw sabucal kill li atfte fiucion, LSFx), of a as of varmblesi x, may be

fiure deud I um "War (LSF,,N) and mruu (LSF.,(x)) poions. With

these defimu, the limit aft fimctim is in euilibdium if LSF(x) = ISFk,,(x) -

.SF,.J.x) -0. If ISFW S£0 rnim di sysum h1 been kille The Pm is thewefor

the probability that LSFIx) -£0 given a weapon detonation in that dll region. The

response ard remtmm fimetio poutom of the limit state fwiniom of Table 4.1 are

developed in Sections 4.2 and 43 respectively.

Section 4.4 presents the probability basis and nmds of detamining weapon

delivery accuracy as it has been developed by the Joint Technical Cordinating Group/

Munitions Effectiveness (JTCGtME) (JMEM 1990). The probabi'ty of a weapon hitting

Structure -DirectHit Region (Rh-i)

....... ... ear-Field -Breaching Region3 (Rh-Z)

• .. . ...... Mid-Field- Flexure and Shear Region (Rh-3)

Figure 4.1 StruW Kill Regions
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wth a specific region (Pft) is based on tese nxlhxk

Limit StO Fuztd (1SF) - Ie

ISF-I Structurl hit, crataing and
perforation of the roof. The weapon hits the staruue,

detonates and creates a crater that
nmay or may not paifrate the
structuM

LSF-2 Near-field detonation,
breaching and severe damage of the The models developed in Qmpter 3
near wall. will not handle the severe

anwiounmet and smxtnxuW response
modes present after the detonation of
a conventional weapon close to the
structure. The empirical
relationship of equation 4.4 will be
used to predict breahing and sever
damage

LSF-3 Mid-field detonation, LSF-3 through LSF-5
excessive deflection of the near wall.

Response surfaces are developed for
the three response modes using the

LSF-4 Md-field detonation, direct models pr te in QWa 3. The
shear failure of the near wall. response surface equations are linked

to maximurn allowable response
equations, which are functions of the

LSF-5 Mid-field detonation, same input variables.
diagonal shear failure of the near
wall.

Table 4.1 Limit State Function Definitions
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TWo M fte Caio sinmulmim pmcedm ame deveopd in salie 4.5.1 to asmms

the probaility of kil of a hardened fality aking into account weapon delivery

n etainis as well as uncetainties in the physical dharactaistics of the sm .ture. The

procedures utilize the developed limit state fwnctions to ascetain the probability of kill.

The first procedure uses respc surfaw developed to riqace the nonlinear dynamic

respomne code Q"424) of Chpta 3, to predict the response for three levels of weapon

TNT equivalent trow weig 500, 100 and 2000 pouxn The scond procedure calls

the NONLIN code directly and is not limited by weapon throw weight A discussion of

the Mnte Carlo simulation results for several scenarios are presented in section 4.6 as

well as a comparison between direct calculation and response surface substitution results.

A procedure is discussed in section 4.5.2 to accomplish a probability of kill

analysis using reliability metdxis to evaluate the first and secmd moments of the random

variables (Cornell,1969; Ang and Comel,1974; Ang and Tang.1984) associated with

equation 4.1.

4.2 Response Equaiion Development

Single response equations are r•- for regiors Rh-I and Rh-2 in Figure 4.1

while three response equations are required for Rh-3. These relationships are developed

in the following three sections.

4.2.1 Dinect t (Rh-i)

When a weapon lands within the footprint of the target, that structure is damaged
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h~VuIAMN
Vadable Nmm

n 1-12 Hyerstm6SliinpeFactor

AO 0.0-0.1

AIA2 .25-1.0U

N,,andN 1-10 ecbd Nah,*eof nunms(I&) ad
diqilemeut (vi)',u in sohitioEL

1'S/Ienstions 100-200 ftc Thie Steps mid iterations

Sbuctume Vaimmes
Fy 50,000-80,000 psi Steel yield smigth

Fe 3,000-7,000 psi Concrete, ccnvressive, grugh

RHOS .002,50 Parco~ of iuel reinforcaent

XL 9&-156 finches Wall heigh

Thickness 12-48 finche Wall thickness

GAMC 100200 pcf Density of concrte

Delwivey and [oad Vuialls

ZvaI 5-100 Range foim centerline of ROI

Xval 0-50' Deflection from centeuline of the
RO(

WVaI 500-2000 TNT throw veigbt of weapon

Table 4.2 Model, Sln~,cue Delivery Con-ditions and Load Variables
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based on the fdfimos of the roof and Ihe trow via of fte a . GivM, for

exmplk the target a shown in Figure 4.1, with the dimesions of a typical NATO

sqjadkon opeations faility, 60 fee on a side The aim point will be at the wter,

theeore wpxns landing within range and deflection offsets of 30 feet have hit the

structue. The US Army R ective Dion sign Mwal (M5-5,1988)

provides this relationship for cater depth

Crater De,,h = D, + (0.33XWV') (4.2)

This equation provides prediction of the craer depth produced fiom the detonation of a

conventional weapo impacing a fnite thickness of cnc'rete consucted above an air

void, such as a ceiling or roof slab, versus a slab constucted on VdAe. The INT hrow

weight. W, mad the depth of pmwation D, , prior to deonaftio, andft overall depth

(d) or thickness of the concrete layer, are the key parmeers in this emperical

relationship. Should this cratu depth exceed 1/3 of the depth (d/3) of the concrete layer,

that layer is perforated by the combined action of cratering of the front face of the

concrete layer from impad and detonation and spalling of the back face of the conicret

layer due to stress and crack pragation through the layer. In this study, only weapons

that detonate on impac (nonpenetrating weapons with contact fuzes) are considered,

therefore the term DO of equation 4.2 will be equal to zero. These facts lead to the

following definition of the limit state function for region one:

,SF-I d _ (0.33) * WIO (4.3)
3
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4M2 Nemldd Ds doua (N-2)

The models developed in Chapter 3 provide an explicit ional method to

predict the response of the structure in Figure 4.1. However, thxe are limitations in the

loading and response portions of the model which preclude its use for very close-in, near-

field detonations. A model which inorpaues the following features is rupired to handle

the dramatic loading and response environment which comes with near-field detonations:

(1) explicit shrdefM mation, such as a Timosdmko bemn model, (2) provisions for

explicit fragment loading (3) blast wave propagation through concrete, (4) failure

surface interaction between shear and bending models In lieu of such a model, which

is difficult to construct at this time, the National Defense Research Conmifte, NDRC,

(White, 1946), equation, suplenmted by more recut test data (MVVay, 1988), which was

uin ced in Capter 2, will be used for this rmgio T equation

= a(L)-b (_) -c (4.4)
W113 W U3  +C)

provides an empirical damage relationship between the standoff radius r, as shown in

Figure 3.3, and a wall of thickness t given a cased weapon with TNT equivalent throw

weight w, and case weight C The pawneteas a b and c vary according to degee of

dmage (see table 2.3) to be predicted. This equation provides a reasonable, albeit

empirical measure of the response in this region. Taking the weapon case tern,

w/(w4-, out of equation 4.4 provides a targeting consevative estimate of the wall

response for these cases. In Bessete, 1988, the equation
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r = a *( ) - a**w' (4.5)
t

was used to predict the range r, at whidi breaching occurs. This equation is derived from

equation 4.4 after removal of the weapon cae teir, w/(w4(. The term r is defined as

the breach range, rB when a = 0.18 and b = 2.10. When these prder values are

substituted into equation 4.5, the limit state fumction for region two is producuL

w2'

LSF-2 = r.,,-(0.18)(-) - (0.378)w• 0 0 (4.6)
t

4.2.3 Md-fieMl Detonaion (MR-3)

An vexpemental design or design of axriment (DOE) aproach was used to

develop response surfaces to replace the explicit use of the computer model NONIJN

developed in Chapter 3. NONLIN was used to predict the deflection and shear response

of a wall section or region of interest (ROI) as defined in section 3.4 and shown in Figure

3.4. The DOE approach aids in the selection of specific values and pairings of the input

variables to the computer model. A modified central composite design (CCD) was used

to represent each random input variable. The basic CCD for k variables consist of a 2k

factorial design, with each factor at two levels, the maximum and minimum, or -I and +1

(Peterson,1985). Table 4.2 lists the significant variables associated with the NONIJN

response model and the related loading model.

The model parameters listed in Table 4.2 will not be varied in the stochastic
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manlsis. The values for the hysteretic variables we provided from Baber and

Wen,1981, and are intended to rprent a typical generic hysteretic material, such as

reinforced concrete. Work by Sues et al, 1983, extended the generic hystartic mxldl of

Baber to reqpeset reinforced concrete explicitly and could be incorporated to refine the

model. A basic modeling =Wc y nultiplier may be applied to the model

repre o as was suggested in Twisdale, et al,1988, but will not be included in this

worL The effect of the minber of tams, N, and N, used in the sohlion was

investigated in Section 3.3 for atypical loading scenario. As discussed in Section 3.3 the

number of tewns used effects the shear prediction more than the deflection prediction. For

the purpose of response surface development five N, and Nu terms areused This number

of terms maximizes the deflection predictions and returns shear predictions within 95%

of the naxinrim. Table 4.3 shows the variables selected to map as random predictors

in the CCD along with their associated data units and settings. This table is taken from

the DOE software package RSDiscover (BBW, 1993), used in this analysis. RS/Discover

Name Abbrev Data Units Settings

EqFUT
ZRange Z Feet 5 to 50
X Deflection X Feet 0 to 50
WallThickness W T Inches 24 to 36
Wall_Strength WS PSI 3000 to 7000
Wall-Height W-H Inches 108 to 168

Max Deflection M D Inches
DirecaShear S _DIR Kips
Diagonal_Shear S-DIAG Kips

Table 4.3 Response Surface Random Predictors
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recounended 28 run for the CCD including mid-poits Respoe arfaces were

developed for three levels of weapo TNT weighti, 500 and 1000 and 2000 pounds. The

500 and 1000 pound figures corespond to the TNT equivalent explosives found in two

oanuixo US general purpose bombs (MKB3 and MK84) wheeas the 2000 pounds is a

hypothetical, yet feasible, wapon weight. These levels were chosen purely to develop

the methodology. The 28 runs were accomplished at each level using the NONLIN

pwcedum RSDiscover performed a least squams fit to the dart

The procedure used, in conjunction with RS/Discover, for fitting the response

surfaces was as follows:

(1) Generate data and feed into the RS/Discoves multiple regression model

generator, MULREG.

(2) Generate a model for the five input variables and their respnes. Initially

only quadratic terms were included, however it became apparent merly that a few terms

as high as fourth order would be required. The initial models therefore included the main

effects, the main effect interactions and squares, cubics and quarters of the main effects.

(3) The MJLREG routine walks one through a process of refining the models.

A test of the regression models goodness of fit is based on an analysis of the surs of the

squared residuals. The residual sum of squares for the'response Y, using a least squares

regression technique, is given as:

= - (4.7)

Here the Y7 is the real data point and Y, is the model prediction.

The regression sum of squares for any model is defined as:
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SSMm = b [(XO-•']-b (4.8)

Here b is the vector of estimated regesion coefficients, without the constant term. The

term X is the n x p matrix of predictor variables, where n is the number of responses and

p is the number of terms in the model. The matrix (A'X)-' is (TrX)"l with the row and

column omitted for the constant tam The total sum of squares is defined as:

SýA - I W+ " M (4.9).

The proportion of the variance or lack of fit of th model which can be attributed to the

regression is called R squared or R2 and is defined as:

R2 = (SSVTAL $$M) / ssMM (4.10)

The amount of variance explained or ajusted for the number of degrees of fredom is:

2 = (MsWr -Msm,) 1 MSM

I 1 - (1 - R2)(n - c)(n - p)

where (4.11)

MSMr = SSr,4d(n-c)

MStM = SSWsI(n-p)

This metric is affected by the number of terms in the model that don't contribute

significantly to the fit of the model. When non-contributing terms a•r eliminated from

the model this temn increases towards the value of R. Here the c term is equal to 1 if

there is a constant in the model and zero if not.
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MULREG also reomezds response trmfornton to increase te model fit.

Response variables may be transfomed by taking eithe their natural log, square root,

inverse or inverse squai- root For a model to be accepted on the basis of goodness of

fit R2 had to be greater than 0.85.

(4) A final check of the residuals was required for full accqxance of the model.

Ideally all residuals would fall within 3 standard deviations of the fitted data. If this was

not true the residuals wae checked to be normally distnbuted by applying either a chi-

square or Wilke-Shapiro test of normality. If the residuals had a normal distribution the

model was accepted

(5) If the models still did not pass the test the residuals were analyzed and

additional rins accomplished until the criteria was met (Curry,1994).

Table 4.4 summarizes the nine models gm td using RS/Discover. The models

B= Be- nO Teehnigue Nmnibe of Teams

Max Deflection Least Squares
500# 14
1000# 14
2000# 15

Direct Shear Least Squares
500# 13
1000# 14
2000# 10

Digna Sher Last Squares
500# 15
1000# 14
2000# 11

Table 4.4 Response Surface Summary
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are grouped by response with one model for each weapon load level (ie. 500, 1000 and

2000 pouxns). Each model is elaborated on in Appmeni C through a series of tables and

graphs from RS/Discover. Presented for each model will be a sunmary of the model

characteristics, a listing of the model term and coefficients, a listing of the analysis of

variation (ANOVA) table and a graph of the model residuals. As an example, Table 4.5

presents information on the 500 pound deflection model as it was provided by

RS/Discover, with only slight format modifications. Figure 42 shows a RS/Discover plot

of the residuals for the same model.

4.3 Resismce Equaion Development

Deflection and shear design limit states are defined per the US Air Force's

Protective Construction Design Manual (Drakeet al, 1989). For the purpose of this study,

reaching the upper design limits in this manual will be used to define the limit or failure

state in these two response modes. From a lethality standpoint, the use of the maximum

allowable design equations to define the limit state still results in a lethality or targeting

nonconservative estimate.

4.3.1 Flexunil Resistance Limit

Flexure limits are adopted based on testing of shallow buried, flat roofed structures

(Kiger and Albritton,1980) subjected to conventional explosives. For beams with

slenderness ratios (length over thickness, 1ff) of five or more, the allowable deflection

over length (v/L) is v/L = 0.10. For beams of L/T< 5, the allowable v/L = 0.06. These

figures represent what was termed severe damage, which for the purpose of this work

translate to a compromise of the wall as stated in Section 4.1.
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500 Pound DAlction Model Summary

I Model Name: MR553
2 Response Transformation: Unnmsformed
3 Method: Least Squares
4 Weights: None
5 Total Number of Cases: 29
6 Number of Predictors: 5
7 Number of Unexpanded Terms 14
8 Number of Excluded Cases 0
9 Error Degrees of Freedom Is

10 Standard Error of Respon 6.013722
1i Relative PRESS: 0.407118
12 Root Mean Squared Error. 2.984413

Least Squares Coefficients

Imn C,,ffL Std, Err T Lmu
1 i -4.062295 17.936065 -0.23 0.8239
2 Z 0.652205 0.345298 1.89 0.0784
3 X -0.426211 0.088692 -4.81 0.0002
4 WT -2.505735 0.583184 -4.30 0.0006
5 WS 0.007857 0.002558 3.07 0.0078
6 WH 0.181769 0.106889 1.70 0.1097
7 ZWW_T -0.000047 0.000021 -2.22 0.0421
8 Z*W.H -0.002520 0.001385 -1.82 0.0889
9 Z*W 0.005176 0.003065 1.69 0.1120

10 X*W 0.013339 0.003119 4.28 0.0007
II W_T*W_H -0.000041 0.000015 -2.68 0.017Q
12 W_H*W_T 0.004851 0.002283 2.13 0.0506
13 Z**2 -0.003385 0.002456 -1.38 0.1883
14 WT**2 0.022333 0.009945 2.25 0.0402

Least Squares Summary ANOVA

Source f Su Q Mean S. F-Ratiog
Total(Corr.) 28 1012.616
Regression 200 891.071 44.554 2.93 0.0609
Linear 5 535.077 107.0 15 7.04 0.0083
Non-linear 15 355.995 23.733 1.56 0.2667
Residual " 8 121.544 15.193
Lack of fit 7 121.544 17.363
Pure error I 0.000 0.000

Model obeys hierarchy. The sum of squares for linear terms
is computed assuming nonlinear terms are first removed.

Table 4.5 Characteristics of the 500 Pound Response Surface Model
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Figure 4.2 RS/Discover Plot of the Resixduas of the 500 Pound Deflection Model

4.3.2 Shear Resistance Units

Shear limit states are defined for two categories of failure, direct shear and

support shear. Two components add to the shear capacity of a section, the shear capacty

of the concrete and the shear strength provided by the presence of shear ren

Span to depth ratios of :5 5 are considered deep beams and will be handled separately.

4.3.2.1 SuppoWtDiagonal Shear Resistance Units

43.2.1.1 Nomunl Dep~h Bean.

The critical section for determining shear failure is at a distance equal to the

effective depth of the member from the support or area of concentrated load (Dfake~et

4l1989). For members with span to depth ratios greater than 5 the shea capacity of
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the comete is given as:

V,= (1.9JT' + 2500p.-V'" ) bd s 3.51€/b% (4.12)
M/

This is the nominal shear capacity per the American Concret Institute (ACI) Code

Requirements for Reinforced Concrete (ACI 318-89). The definition of p. is

= As (4.13)

where A, is the area of flexural stWl d bb is the beam web width. V and M are the

shear and moment at the critical section and d is the effective depth of the critical section.

The shear strength provided by shear reinformen is given as:

V, = Af d (sin + cosa) .5 84T-bd (4.14)
sb

The term A, refers to the cross sectional area of the shear reinfo within a distance

s. Combining the limits, the diagonal shear limit state for normal depth beams becomes:

V. = Vc + V, z 11.5 i4bd (4.15)

The total nominal shear strength (V), should be conservative as it assumes shear

reinforcement which may not be present.

4.3.2.1.2 Deep Beams

The shear capacity of members with clear span-depth (lid) ratios of less than 5

is further broken down into lid < 2 and 2< lid <5. The nonmal shear strength values
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ate nItilied by an inrease factor to obtain the following limit stae equations:

LV. :ý8ý-b fbr- < 2 (4.16)

V. 2 (10+--L)Xb~d for 2 -:L- < 5 (4.17)

3 d D

4.32 Dinct Shear R4sm• Linifs

Dire shear failure usually occurs new construction joints or supports and are a

result of high shear forces interacting with prestng auks. Under the dynamic

loading resulting from conventional weapons detonaticm crdng of sections is not

ucomm The direct shear failure occurs along cracks in the direction of the shear load

versus inclined crack formations and failure planes. Static tests of monolithically cast

construction joints, for typical protective consmh on section, has show an increase in

shear capacity over the standard AC equation (Karagozian and Case,1973) and has

resulted in the proposed limit state:

Vn =- 0.16f/b~d + 1.4(P + Af,) 0351f'bd (4.18)

4.4 VWapon Delivety Accm7y

Figure 4.3 shows a typical impa pattern for a stick of four weapons dropped

from a single aircraft. The dispersal of the weapons relative to the center of the stick,

which for this figure is also the aim point, is a function of the release conditios which

will not be considered in this workL Two erors are associated with this stick impact

pattern. They are the aiming rr and the weapon ballistic error. Both are measured in
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termns of mils, or de deviaton in fed per 1000 feet slat rma from weapon release point

to the aim point For example, the ballistic arror may be provided as a circular ex-or

probable (CEP) of 5 mils and the aim point ror may be given as a CEP of 20 mils. The

slant range would also be give., for example, as 6000 feet. From Chapta 2 recall the

definition of the CEP as being the radius of a circle in which 50% of the bombs would

land. The aim point -or standard deviation in terms of the given CEP is defined as:

XAXIS

WPN 4(5o.-40

TARGET _.L , I WPN 2 YA S
(6'x6WPN 31 ýý

-- IM( POINT Rg Coorare

WPN 4

F r . t P Datt on Coordina e
WPN4

Figure 4. 1 Stick Pat Coordinat System
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°k#,• =°n• CF/•)(4.19)

1.1774

As an exarnple, the aim point of Figure 4.3 is shown as (0,0). If the slant range from the

MFC nmn concrete sten

SIGFC standard deviation of te concrete strngth

MXL mean wall height or beam element length

SIGXL standard deviation of the wall height

MD mean depth of wall or thickness

SIGD standard deviation of the wall thickness

MXBI men X coordite of bomb one

MYBI mean Y coordinate of bou/b one

MXB2 mean X coordinate of bomb twv

MYB2 mean Y coordinate of bomb two

MXB3 mean X coordinate of bomb three

MYB3 mean Y coordinate of bomb three

MXB4 mean X coordinate of bomb four

MYB4 mean Y coordinate of bomb four

SIGBOMB standard deviation for each bomb
based on standard ballistic error for
that type of bomb

SIGRANGE standard deviation of the aim point in the range, or X
direction given the aim point is at 0,0

SIGDEFLEC= standard deviation of the aim point in the deflection, or Y
direction given the aim point is at 0,0

Table 4.6 SIMTAC Input Variables
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weepqo release point to the aim poit was 5000 feet and the CEP was 20 mils, the aim

point standard deviation would be equal to:

(20*5) = 84.93 (4.20)
0 Mc-aqdm * = =4wP" 1.1774

The aim point eror may also be provided in terms of range and deflection error probable

(REP aid DEP) toms, in feet.

Using weapon 1 impact point (WPN 1) on Figure 4.3 as an example, ifs

detonation location is normally distribted in the X and Y directions with a mean point

of impact of (50,.40). The range to dh impact point is 5000 feet and ballistic accuracy

(CEP) is 5 mils. The ballistic error standard deviation for weapon one is therefore:

- (5*5) = 21.23 ft (4.21)°m's-z-1.1774

For the purpose of this study, means and standard deviations for the stick cater

or aim point and the ballistic error of each weapon will be provided as straight ipt

Current automated JMEM tools provide the stick pattern as well as the probability

statistics given the weapon, aircraft, aireraft load configuration, and the weapon drop

sequence. An interface between these existing BASIC programs and this work would be

easily accomplished. This was not done for the actual weapon delivery accuracy because

portions of the actual data is classified SECRET or CONFIIENHAL

4.5 Pmkalbilislic Amiysis of KIll

The limit state functions defmied in sections 4.1 through 4.3 are evaluated using
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a M•nte Car0o sinWatio scherne to prodict the probability of kill of a structure given

meaw and stadd deviations of the input variables in Table 4.3. An alternative

approach, not impl* herein, is to perfon a first order - second moment (FOSM)

analysis of the limit state functions. A discussion of this apoch is provided in section

4.5.2

4.5.1 Mwf Cubo Sinumladon

A FORTRAN program was written to perform the Mate Carlo simlation of ma

attack against a hardened fility. The souree code for the program SIMTAC is provided

in Appendix D. Two versions of SIMTAC were developed. The first version

(SIMTAC1) uses the response surfaces developed in this chapter as repl for the

nonlinear dynamic analysis routine NONUIN, developed in Qiapter 3. The second

version (SIMTAC2) interfaces directly with the NONLIN program. The input pareters

of the program are given in Table 4.6. The following is an ovezyiew of the procedure

SIMTAC follows.

Each run evaluates the kill probability for the four weapons in the stick. Sampling

for the concrete strength (FC), wall thickness (d) and wall height (XL) are accomplished

initially and are valid for an entire stick sampling, That is, FC, d and XL are held

constant for the analysis of four different weapons and their locations. Given the mnean

and standard deviations of these values a uniform variate, random number generator is

used with a Log-Trig transfomation process to produce a sample of a normally

distributed random variable on each call. All paraxmers are asstumed to be normally

distributed for this study, however the methodology is not restricted to this assumption
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and in reality many of tmec pmumeers will not be nmnmlly distn'buted. The indivickial

weapon locations are determined by first sampling on the distribution of each weapon

based on its ballistic mr properties, which are input variables. This retrizn a location

(RANGE1, DEFLEMrI) relative to the stick centm for that bonb. Subsequently, the aim

point error is applied with the aim point standard deviations (sigrange and sigdeflect) and

RANGEIIEFLECT1 as the mean location coordinates The RANGEDEFLET

coordinate of the current weapon is then established. Tbis step is accolished four

times within one nin.

At this point the screeing of the detonation locations begins to detrinine which

limit state functions are required to be evaluated for that weapon. The

RANGEDEFLECT coordinate is first checked to see if it falls outside the structural

damage zone identifled in Figure 4.1. If it does a "no kill" is recorded and the next

weapon evaluation begins. If it doesn't the analysis- proceeds with the

RANGE,DEFLECT coordinates being screened to see whether the weapon hits the

structure or falls within the breach zone. As discussed in section 4.2.1, if the structure

is hit, LSF-I

LSF-I = _d' (0.33)(Wv3) ,: 0 (4.22)
3

is evaluated. If perforation is achieved a "kill" is recorded and the next weapon

evaluation begins.

If the weapon falls within the breach range as shown in Figure 4.1 and calculated

by LSF-2,
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LSF-2 = RaO - Rg g 0
w 2 / 3 (4.23)

= Ro-(0.18X -- ) - (0.378)WU3 f 0

t

a "kill" is recorded.

If a weapon does not hit the sbhLtim or fall within the breaci zone, the analysis

continues by converting the RAONGEDEFEý coordinates into local coordinaes,

ZVALXVAL TheZVALXVAL coordinates ar required as input toNONINin order

to perform deflection and shear analysis. This procedure determines the closest point on

the structure which would see the maximum loading from that weapon Tle cornes are

considered unsusceptible to deflection or shear failures as they are calculated. Should a

weapon fall outside a distance, in feet, (30 - 2.5*d) from the centedine of the structur

the ZVALXVAL coordinates are based on the distance from the detonaion to the nearest

face at a point 2.5 times the wall thickness or depth (d) from the .comner. This estimate

is conservative and is based on the fact that the corners are normally highly reinforced

with steel extending a minimum of a wall thickness in to the adjacent wall.

Deflection, diagonal shear, and direct shear analysis are performed using the

ZVALXVAL dtonation locations determined above. Should any limit states be

exceeded the procedure jumps ahead and sets the kill flag and goes on to the next weapon

or begins a new run after recording the kill.

There are two limit state functions for the deflection based on the span (XL) to

depth (d) ratio of the wall. If the deflection response surface equations developed in

section 4.2.3 return predictions that exceed the limits stated in section 4.3.1 a "kill" is
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recorded. These limit state functions are given as:

LSF-3 0.10 -Deflection 0 X!Jd k 5 (4.24)
XL

LSF-3 = 0.06 - Delcdon 0 XL/d < 5 (4.25)

XL

There are three limit state functions for diagonl shear which are also based on the

span to depth ratio. If the diagon shear response surface rturms (DiShear) predictions

which exceed the limits stated in section 4.3.2, a "kill" is recorded. These diagonal shear

limit state functions are given as:

LSF-4 = 11.5 ý'r-bI, - DiagShear 1 0 XI4d > 5 (4.26)

2 XL mLSF-4 3 1(10+-d)iýrbd -DiagShear : 03 d ~(4.27)

2 XL 5
d

LSF-4 = 8 flbwd - DiagShear < 0 • 2 (4.28)

d

The following single limit state function defines the criteria for a direct shear

(DirShear) kill.
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LSF-5 = 0.51 f/bd (4.29)

After all runs are completed the total number of kills is divided by the total

number of weapons delivered to give the percent probability of kill for a single attack

with the given inp4u aractenstics.

4.52 Fst Oker - Second Mment NLIb Disieusion

This section is broken down into two parts. The first part assesses the probability

of kill for entire stick of weapons and the second part looks at the individual weapons

probability of kill.

452.1 ProbaMty of Kill For a Stick of Weponms

This section discusses a procedure for assessment of the probability of kill of a

structural target and a given attack scenario using a first order second moment (FOSM)

differential method. The total probability of kill firom a stick of weapons is the union of

the probability of kill of each individual weapon, as shown here.

P[K, UK UK UK UKJ =PK)+ 2) + P(K3) + P(K)
2Ex r r3 u 3 4x1 =- P(K1) + P( 4 r x)

- P(K•K) - P(KrIK - P(K•nK4)

+ P(K~flKrlK/A] + P(K'lK2rlKn] (4.30)

+ P(Knf"K3nK4 I + P(K2nK3nKj

- P(KflýK/ ]

A weapon kill, IK., of a stick of weapons is not an independent event due to the

tie of each weapon to the aim-point error of the stick. The individual kill events are also

not mutually exclusive. These facts lead to equation 4.30 as a definition of probability
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of kill for a stick of 4 weapons Due to the correlation of the 4 kill events the probabifity

of kill from one weapon is not indendemt of another weapon, but is given by:

P(K, nK 2) = P(KIIK2) P(K2) (4.31)

The co-variance matrix which describes the correlation between the individual bomb kills

is unknown at this time.

4.5.2.2 uvdual Weapon Pftbdt of 1il

The probability of kill of an individual weapon is the union of the probability kill

by way of each of the 5 limit state functions defined in Table 4.1. A single function

which transitions over the three regions is required for evaluation of the probability of

kill. The limit state functions developed need to be linked by aropriate transition

functions. Development of a model which accommodates response of the structure

explicitly beginning at the structure face would eliminate the transition problem. The fact

that determination of the breach range is a function of the random input variables

(equation 4.6) adds to the complexity. The correlations between the deflection and shear

kill events are also not defined at this point but are required for complete evaluation. For

these reasons accomplishment of a FOSM analysis for each weapon is inappropriate at

this time.

4.6 Sinudation Results

Initially, the Monte Carlo, response surface replacement program, SIMTAC, is

compared to runs made with the Monte Carlo program, SIMTAC2, which calls the

NONLIN program directly. Delivery conditions and distributions were held constant for
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Ii~r Rtesponse Rpom spm NUCN1J
We&Surface 800 Safice 4800 Suface 8000 Ode-Pub = Rs Pow 800 Ru.

1O00 7.6% 63% % .8% 6&4%

500 2.3% 2.4% M.3% 2.8%l

Table 4.7 Response Surface Results vasus Actual hUN Code Results

all simulations and represent typical accuracy for inventory weapons. Table 4.8 show

the delivery accuracy used. A comparison for 500 and 1000 lb TNT weapons is given

in Table 4.7. This comparison reveals that as the number of simulations increases the

ability of the response surface to replicate NONLIN results improve. ' iese results appear

reasonable in light of the simplified central composite desipg (CCD) method used to

generate the response surfaces. It should be noted that the 8000 response surface model

runs took approximately two and one half minutes, whereas the 800 NONLIN runs took

approximately six hours to complete. This is a significant reduction in time with an

Aim Point Bomb Bomb Bomb Bomb Bomb
1 2 3 4 Errr-

Mean Sigma Sig=m (coonl) (Cool) (Coond) (coold) Sigma
Range Deflect (feet)

(feet) (feet)

0,0 70 70 15,40 -20,50 -20,-1 15-60 5

Table 4.8 Simulation Delivery Conditions
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acceptable reduction in accuracy. A more refined and robust response surface may be

developed using a higher fractional factorial eqeaimertal design methxx, however such

a model is not warranted for demonstration of the procedure put forth in this work It

should be noted that no shear kills were recorded for simulations run up to the 2000 lb.

TNT weight level. Several factors may have contributed to this outcome. The following

are a few possibilities:

a. A shear kill occurs primarily for detonations at close rim to the target. The

fact that the procedure established uses an empirically based breaching equation (section

4.2.1) to predict kills at most of these same ranges, precludes the calculation of a shear

kill.

b. The NONUN model calculates on bending shear response and as such may

under calculate the total shear response.

c. For the kill criteria imposed, the beam sections under investigation, loaded by

the weapons of interest, may not exceed the limit states.

In order to give insight into the relative effect of varying the characteristics of the

random sructural variables, a series of mris were accomplished as shown in Table 4.9

along with their results. A base case is shown in the first row of Table 4.9. Each random

structual variables mean was set at one standard deviation from the nmximum and

minimum values while the other variables were maintained at their base case levels. A

preliminary analysis of these results reveals that the probability of kill is most sensitive

to the thickness of the wall and roof and least sensitive to the concrete tregth This

type of analysis is required in order to extract the c t cs which positively effect
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the Pk so that ater effort is spat W=ening to cdaized that tribute from available

intelligence resources.

This methodology will provide the military decision makers the probability of kill

of a single sortie or am-aft dropping a stick of four weapons. The objective of the

attack on a specific target will then be weiged against the number of airar that will

fly a sortie against the facility. For example, if the objective is to kill a facility using

the criteria established in this study, one sortie provides appoximntely a 15% probability

of kill. If this is not acceptable a cownander must make the decision to send more pilots

and planes against that target to achieve the probability of success he desires.

ConCiee SUtMCh MWaI Section NM Section ibmfty of
(Psi) Height (inhes) Thbidwss - Kl (PI)

- - (hes) (04
kme Sigma Nkm Sigma Nkm Sigma 1000 2000

(MF() (SFC) (MXL) (SXL) (MD) (SD) lbs lbs

5000 500 138 12 24 6 4.7 9.0

5000 500 138 12 18 6 9.0 18.0

5000 500 138 .12 30 6 2.8 4.7

5000 500 120 12 24 6 4.0 8.0

5000 500 156 12 24 6 5.3 10.3

4000 500 138 12 24 6 5.0 9.6

6000 500 138 12 24 6 4.2 8.4

Table 4.9 Simulation Results
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IAPrER 5

Oncdom mol RPeo nxm

5.1 ConMom

A procedure was developed that returns a probability of kill of a hardened facility

taking into accomt two types of u'caintes: weapon delivery acaracy and stuural

characteristics or intelligence uncertainties. The kill criteria are based on the structural

response of the facility exceeding re mnd limits ch represent the aciev

of the attack objective. Perfect knowledge is rarely known about the structural

chaacterisfics of a target once a conflict is initiated. Analysts tasked to perform pro.

attack weao analysis and post-atack. weapon effectiveness must be able to report to

their superiors realistic probabilities of achieving the objective of an airbone strike on a

target. Current methodologies do incorporate weapon delivery accuracy, however they

overlook uncertainties in target structural characteristics which-can make a dramatic

difference in a probability of kill predictior.

The following specific items were accomplished under this effort.

a. A nonlinear, nondimensional, continuous hysteretic beam model was developed

to represent a section of a hardened facility subjected to conventional weapons effects.

The model returns response calculations across the height of the section as required to

provide information for determining the kill state of a hardened target. The

nondimensionalization allows for ease of paramete input and saves the stochastic

analysis well where structural characteristics are continuously changed.

b. Existing empirical models which geerate conventional weapon blast pressure
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time histoties as a function of the TNT equivalent throw weight were modified to become

a function of space as well as time. A new model was gener that returns the pressure

at any point up a wall section as a function of time space and angle of incidence. This

type of load represntation was required to feed the continuous beam model referenced

above. The combination of the beam model and the load model was termed the NONLIN

code.

c. Robust statistical models or response surfes (RS) were derived from

NONUN code output calculated from typical combinations of weapon throw weight and

range from the target, tmaet wail height, depth and concrete compressive strength. The

use of a design of experiments (DOE) or e rq'imentaI design aproch to the RS

development ensured the RS closely replicated the input data across the parameter space

of interest. The result was a multidimnsional RS which returned the strctural response

given a set of the five parameters stated above. The RS replaced the full NONLiN code

within the Monte Carlo simulation program which calculated the target probability of kill.

Use of the RS replacement models allowed a simulation to be nm in less than 1% of the

time required to run the simulation with NONLIN. This time saving is crucial to the use

of this tool in a dynamic wartime environment.

d. The two simulation programs developed (SIvTACI and SIMTAC2) are the

first models which take into account suctural characteristics as random input variables

in addition to the traditional weapon delivery accuracy. SIMIvACI uses the response

surfaces which are good only for the range of the input parameters fiom which they were

derived. Answers after 8400 simulations are returned in approximately two and one half
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minutes on a PC with an 80486 m oprocemor runing at 33 gaet Should real

world circurstances tk one out of the valid input ranges for the response surfaces,

SIMrAC2, which calls the NONUN code directly, may be used without input restrictions.

The time to run 800 simulations with SIMTAC2 takes approximately six hours. It should

be noted that reWn surfaces may be developed for any input parameters and thei

ranges using an eprmental design aproch. Use of other models and methods, such

as the finite element method, may also be used

It has been shown that Uncetainties in the structural caacteristics of a target may

significantly effect its response to conventional weapons and the detmimnation of the

resulting probability of kill given an attack. The use of robust response surfaces to

replace complex analytic procedures allows for timely calculation of probabilities of

damage in spite of using a simulation technique such as Mome Carlo. In conjunction

with a spatial-temporal load model, as presented herein a total shear response procedur

is required to predict shear failures at locations of high load concentrations away from the

supports. A continuous beam modelrepresentation will allow response calculation

against a myriad of potential kill criteria which need more than a single nodal response.

An example, which would easily be accommoated, would be a kill criteria based on a

maximum length of the wall section exceeding a limiting deflection. The methodology

presented will accommodate studies to single out the most critical random structual

variables and their critical ranges to allow the proper cem is to be placed on variable

significance in a targeting analysis and data gathering exercise.
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5.2 Pacomauddmlt

The remaining sections of this chapter discuss recomn•ndations for

mprmvents, modifications and/or additions to the models and procedures presented.

52.1 StucMbm MbM

The NONLIN program is sufficiently general in its nodimeiional form to handle

a variety of cross-sections and material proerties which are found in the world-wide

ha'lened facility commity. As stated in Chapter 3, NNLIN returns a crude estimate

of the total shear response that could be enhaced by inclusion of a T'mosheko, beam

element in the model. This fact is adhanced by the fac that the model never returned a

shear kill as defined in Chapter 4. In a like rmnne, the inclusion of fragment effects may

be included at the caude level of the currat state of technology in this area These two

additions should add to the procedures ability to predict shmr kIlls eiqlicitly. As stated

in the background information there are numerous researchers working on the problem

of the synergistic effects of blast and fragments on the response of the wall and the

resultant synergistic shear and bending response. The hysteretic nmatrial model may be

modified to more closely represent the response lharacteristics of reinforced coxn'ete as

cited in section 4.2.3. A major difficulty that must be resolved is generalizing the

hysteresis .(or failure model) to permit interaction between shear and flexure failure

surfaces. This is not a trivial matter. These areas warrant the further investigation that

will add to the robustness of the current predictive techniques, however these facts do not

detract from the significance of the methodology presented herein.

As discussed in section 4.6, the procedure presented may be used to highlight the
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critica3 structural 1nimftites which most dramatically affect the probability of kill of a

particular class of targets. In this light, a screening procedure may be used to recommend

random variables which may be modeled by a more robust version of NONUIN or a

higher fidelity predictive tool such as a nonlinear finite element code. Generation of the

response surfaces using the revised random variables and a more robust predictive code,

would greatly reduce the uncertainties inherent in the process and reduce the overall

unctantes of the analysis provided to air campaign decision makers.

52.2 Response Smfa

One of the objectives of this work was to provide a procedure that retuned

probabilities of kill in as near real time as possible. This requirement comes from the

need to be able to assess kill probabilities during a conflict such as DESERT STORMK

in which there is not the time or the inclination to wait for such am a sent Inthe

sam breath, the commander who wants an answer "now" also wants a high degree of

confidence that the answer provided is accurate. The response surface replacement

technique provides this flexibility and confidence. Better response surfaces may always

be developed as discussed in Chapter 4, however the applicability of this method to the

analysis performed herein was clearly shown.

5.2.3 PmbWHilisdic Analysis Techuique

The use of Monte Carlo Simulation, when used in conjunction with a response

surface replacement models ran fairly quicldy on a DOS based persoal computer with

a 80486 microprocessor running at 33 megahertz- Eighty-four hundred simulations would

run in aly two and one half minutes. In the absence of covariance matdrices
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for delivery accuracy variables as well as the correlation between the shear and deflection

response, an explicit integration, first order, second mment (FOSM) meho4, or othw

derivative medhod, can not be accomtplishedL
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ShucMn lbdd N endotlzadon

Equations 3.9 and 3.10 of section 3.4 entitled, Stacuare Model, are

nondbin onalized with respect to the ultimate bending nient, M, and the

curvature, *i , wher the initial tangent curve interepts the horizontal ultimate moment

curve. As shown in Figure 3.1Z 1 is only the ultimae momnt when Ao = 0. For

this model Ao = .05. The ultimate curvature and nondim ional m nt are defined

as:

l. M

The ultimut monmen is defined as:

-. (a - 6 , - •)•tr(r-,,

The nondimensional length and displacement ae:

zY

The nondimensional time is defined as:

where
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The nmdinensional load and load per unit length ae:

1=. 4!'i. -IIM. M•.1

Incrprting these cmoversions into equations 3.7 and 3.8 results in eqtmtions 3.9 and

3.10 of the same section.
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PROGRAM RESPCOM3

C TIhis program will generate the one way slab or biam respome of a
C given reinforced concrete protective consaructed faility subjcted to
C blast loading from a defined conventional wespon at an input location.
C The loading environment is generated fromn a modified, empirical code
C based on th code CONWEP provided by the US Army Watsrwys Eperimnnt
C Station (WES). The loadig enviramnent is fed into a hyaertic,
C continuous beam model which solves for defectioM momaens shears
C and curvatures using a weighted redual solution mehod. Response
C statistics may be generated at a user inputted number of points along
C the beam element
C The main loading subroutine is entitled LOADCDC while the min can-
C tinuous beam model subroutime is entitled 1NLJ. NONHN calls an
C IMSL routine DGEAR which solves a set of three first order dflintial
C equations at each time step.
C

C
C Variables
C
C NV - The number of displacement terms to use in the solution
C NU - The number of moment terms to use in the solution.
C ITER - The number of iterations that the solution will be canried to.
C XVAL - The coordinate left or right of the centedine of the region of
C interest, which is "0" at the centerline where the detontation
C is located.
C YVAL - The vertical coordinate measured up the region of interest,
C which is "0" at the ground elevation.
C ZVAL - The distance perpendicular to the region of interest where the
C detonation is located.
C RJ - The coordinate up the region of interest where the response will
C be calculated.
C WAD - The nondimensionalization factor which multiplies the load
C terms.
C TIME - The nondimensionalization factor which multiplies the time tems.
C AO - The post-yield to pre-yield moment-curvatud ratio which controls
C the degree of nonlinearity that the hysteretic model will exhibit.
C Al, AZ P - Control the shape of the hysteretic curve.
C NUM - Run reference number which is inseuted into the name of the output
C file (ie. NLC"num").
C WVAL - The TINT throw weight of the charge.
C XL - The height of the wall or length of the beam element
C TS - The time step at which DGEAR retum sctiotm.
C
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CHARACTERNUMP3
lN1TEGER NVNWjT
REAL XWVALNAWALJUJJDADTV&M

C
COMMO INw XVLVIVLMSN ý
COMMN ~ADOVi WOARTIME
COMMON /PARAW~ FRV(7O),AV(7O)ýTAV(70),1DV(70).CLYDATA(70)
COMMNK? /OIJA0,A1AZNVNUYIP¶,CWVS@V
EXTERNAL IVPAG

C
kk-100
call bzvwo&)
OB'1(NIQT1l7,Fi.E=P //mmn)

C OIEN(UNITm1,liUTLBSUýt/m=n)
C

do 10 1kHl
CAll INPF(I

C
C

CALL WODCC(XVA1.ZVA1,VNAL)
C

CALL NONUN(XL)
C
10 C2ONT1NUE

END

SUBROUITNE NONUN~xI)
C
C

INTEGER PNMLINDEXJWK(35)JRfNVNUXflR,¶ThQ,[RP
/,RES

CHARACTER NUM*3X3JM1*4,FLNM2*4
C
C

REAL X1,ZY(35ýWK596ro,XTODHA1A2,AOTSyLJISPMO
/CUR VSHRPYPRIME(35)1YNK1),Rj~unwosmuaxdnuxklxslnu4

C COMMON /PARAMS/ PRV(70),V(70)jTAV(70)ý1DV(70),MYDATA(70)
COMMON /NONIJAOAI A2PNV~NUP1DX)JVSCONV
COMMON /I1W XVAZAIVLJT DIW UCDXY

EXTERNAL FCNFCNJDGEAR
c oPENUNT=12,FILE='CHECK//CHAR(II+48Y/CHAR(KK+48))
C

P = 3.14159
5 CONTDE

C
AO=.05
Al=.5
A2--.5
P--5
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C
c WRrIE(2,O) WNV -N
c WRrITE12) 'NU = ',NU
c WRrITE12) TIR~ATIONS: ', TM

cWRrITIF12) 'AOA1,A2:',AOAIA2

c WRMIZI(2*) `XVA WVA4WVA, XVAZA4VAL
wpcE,

C
IT = rmIE
TOTE = 2*NV + MU
Q = 2NV

C
DO 10 I-1,TU1E

Y(1)-=0
10 CO~NTNUE
C
C Y(I-NV) = GAMMA(K)
C Y(NV-2NV) - ALPHA(K)
C Y(2NV-2NV+NU) = BErA(L)
C
C DO 15 I=1INV,2
C Y(I)=(2t((I*PI)*(X2-X1)))*(4cOS*PIX2O) +COQ5(I*PI*Xl))*YJ
CIS CONTINUE
C
C

N =TOTE
NET1=I
MITER = 0
x=o
TOL=.O0I
H =.0000I
INDEX = I
RP = WTh1ER

C
C Diagonal shear calucalte at the effective depth (d-3) of the
C concree section (nmondimesonalized) away fwmn the support.

PRINT, DXL
DSX=(D-3Y(XL* 12)
Z=1s

muxd=0

urjx-0

XEND=Z
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CALL

110 FORMAT(F12.5)
DO030 KKKK-1,11I
DISP-0

MON-0
jug

CURV=0

C
DO040 1=11W

DISP-D1SP+SIN(*p*RJ)*Y(jNV+1)
CLURV-URV-(([QH1*2*SMRPJ)Y(NV+1)

40 CONTINUE
C

DO 50 I=1,NU
MOM=MOWM4-SP¶RJ)*Y(Q4-I)
SHPI*P)cflS(I*F¶*RJ)*Y(Q41

50 CONTINUE
if (disp .gt. dnax) Ome

dmax~disp

IF (ABS(MOM).G'. .9999) INN4
DO 55 I=1NU

print*, momn
Y(Qi-1)=(.9999/ABS(MOM))Y(Q+I-)

55 CONTINUE
MNKA
SH=0-
DO 60 I=1,NU

MON MOWM+S(P1*RJ)*Y(Q+fl)
Stl=SH*P1)*COS(1*P11UJ)*Y(Q4.I)

60 CONTINUE

PPINT*,WIOMIENT AND SHEAR HAVE BEEN CORRBCEC1H',Kkkninm
ENDIF

C
if (abs~sh).gt. abssrnax)) dme
snux-ABS(sh)

endif
C

30 continue
do 65 i1,NU
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65 couthiw

if (abucdisol) .gt abWdau)) thm

if (absCjdias) .gt. abs~dsnux)) the

endif
Z=-Z+Ts

C
20 CONTI1NUE

DMAX C--DMAX*DC0NV
SMAxCC=(SMAX*SCalVY 1000
snuxýc=(dsn=xsconv~l000

330 Forn(I3,FZW52X,2F532X=F12.6,2XF124X,=Fl2.3,2X
/F7Z7Z2XF12.62XF2.6)

C write(16,330) KsVAbVAmWA D~CXPM~SAMX, XC
400 FORMAT(W8F.2)

xxtl-x112
WRIT(1 7,400) zvL~xval,4&dfcxDMAXCSAW cJ)Snux
RETURN

C
END

SUBROUTINE FCN(NXXYPRIME)
CC The following is an excerp frim the DGEAR conwbut concerning the sub-
CC rotne FCN.

C FICN - NAME OF SUBROUTIINE FOR EVALUATING
FUNCTIONS. DGEAOI8O
C (INPUT) -DGEA019O
C THE SUBROUTINE ITSEF MUST ALSO BE PROVIDED DGEA0200
C BY THE USER AND IT SHOULD BE OF ThE DGEA0210
C FOLLOWING FORM DGEA0220
C SUBROUTINE FCN (NXYYPRIME) DGEA0230
C REAL XYY(N),YPRIME"N DGEA0240
C DGEA0250
C DGEA0260
C DGEA0270
C FCN SHOULD EVALJUATE YPRIWE I ,..,YPRPMEQ(J) DOEA0280
C GIVEN NX,X AND Y(l),...,Y(N). YPRIMAE(I) DGEA0290
C IS ThE FIRST DERIVATIVE OF Y(I) WITh DGEA0300
C RESPECT 10 X. DGEA03 10
C FCN MUST' APPEAR IN AN EXTERNAL STATEMNEN IN DGEA0320
C THE CAUJNG PROGRAM AND NXY(1),...,Y(N) DGEA0330
C MUST NOT BE ALTERED BY FCN. DGEA0340
CC

INTEGER NPVNUW)CCIUr-QAIBL
C

REAL FUINlFUNZFUAOA,A2ZY(W)YPRUME(N),HCSG(100),CSB(100)
/,CS(500),TOTALI(21 ),TOTAL2(21),PARTI (21 )PART2(21),C,PI,TOTl (21),
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flf2WI),XLADXIO),F,1UfAL(69),SUMFLJN4,SUM1SM2
/ JOADIJVIME

C
~COMMN INOWJ ADA1,WPNVNUA

COMMMN / PARAM~t PRV(7O),V(70)ýTAV(70)1DOV(70),I4YDATA(7O)
C

Ti = IME*(IAV(69) + TIDV(69))

C The subroutne LAMI1 takes the cunut fornn of the flhuctioms FUNI, FUN2
C and FUN3 and finds their points of inflection acavu the beam and

CALL UMITrS(YCSGCSBxnixr)
CALL SOR1(CSQCMBXGXMB,cX)M

C
DO 200 K-I~NV
IF (X.GE TI) TEEN

L.OALXK) = 0
ELSE

C WRrMIE(1201) FUN4(K),(IX),"IX
DO02101 = 1,69

TOTALQI) = FUN4(KJ)FQX
210 CONTINUE

SUMI = 0
SUM2 = 0

DO 220 J-1,50
IF ((J.EQ. 1).-ORJQ.-Q. 50)) THEN

SUMI = SUMI + .5*TOTAI(J)
ELSE

SUMI = SUMI + TOTAL(J
ENDIF

220 CONTINUE
CCC MULTIPLY BY THE INCREMENT "DELTA X" =.0102043

SUMI = SUMI*.0102043
C

DO0230 J =51,69
IF ((J .EQ. 51).OR. (J .EQ. 69)) THEN

SUM2 = SUM2 + .5TOTAL(J)
ELSE

*SUM2 = SUM2 + TOTAL()
ENDIF

230 CONTINUE
SUM2 = SUM*.0263 158

C
LOAD(K) = SUM] + SUM2

C WRITE(1Z*) KLOA1(K) ,KLOAD(K)

ENDIF
200 CONTINUE
C
C
C
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C
IF (NV .GT.U THEN

DO 10 K=1INU
YPIUM(K)=-AO*((KbPi)**4)*Y(NV+KM+I-AO)*((KPI)**2)*Y(Q44C)

/+ 2*LOAD(K)
10 CONTINUE

DO 15 K=NU+1$V
YPRE(RK)=-A0*((KPI)*4)*Y(NV+K) + 2*LOAD(K)

15 CON~TINUE
ELSE
DO 20 K-1INV
YPRA(K)=-A0*((K*P1)**4)*Y(NV+K)+( 1MO)*(Q(*PI)**2)*Y(QiK)

I+ 2*LODALXK)
20 CONTINUE

C
C

DO 30 K-1INV
LF=NV+K
YFWMdE(L) = Y(K)

30 CONTIHNUE
C
C

DO 40 K=1,NU
DO 50 I=1,XT-1
Fr=0
DO 60 C=CSWl,CS(1+1)1.05

PrPT-f+1I
IF (P .GE. 2) THEN

TOT1(P1)=FUN 1QC)*ABRJN2(C,))*(ABS(UN3(CN)**(P-1))*
/FUN3(CY)

ELSE
TOTIQI)hFUN I(KC)ABS(FI2C,Y))*FUN3(CýY

ENDIF
TOT2(PT)=FUN I(K.C)*FUN2(C,Y)*(ABS(FUN3(C,Y))**P)

60 CONTINUE
PARTIQI)=0
PART2(I)=0
DO 70 KI=1,PT-1
IF (QUI.EQ.I) .011 (KI.EjQ.(PT-1))) THEN

PARTIQI)=PARTIQI)i.5IDOTI(u)
PART2(1)=PART2(1)+.5*TT02Qc1)

ELSE
PARTI(I)=PARTIQI)+TOTI(KJ)
PART2(I)=PART2(I)+TO12QUI)

ENDIF
70 CONJTINUE

H = .05
PARTIQl) = H*PARTIQl)
PART2(I) = H*PART2QI)

50 CONTINUE
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TUrALIOK)-0
TOTAL2(K
DO 80 I=1,XT-1I

TOAL(K)'-TITALI(K)+PART1Ql)
TXTAL2(K)-TcOrAL2(K)+ART2Q1)

s0 co11NUE
40 CONTINUE
C
C

IF (NU .GT. NV) THEN
DO 90 K=1,NV

J=(2*NV)+-K
YPR04vE(J)=i.(K*PI)**2)*Y(K) -2*A1 TUFALI(QQ

I- 2*A2wMTA12(K
90 COlfNUME

DO 100 K--NV+1,NU
i=(2*NV)9-K
YPRIME(J)=-2*A1 TOTAL1(K)-2*A2*TOTAU2(K)

100 COINUE&
ELSE

DO 110 K=1,NU
J=(2*NV)+K

YPRIWEJ)=4((K*PI)**2)*Y(K) - 2*A1*TX)TALI(K)
/-2*A2*TOTAL2(K)

110 CONTINUJE
ENDEF

C
RETURN
END

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCcCCC
REAL FUNcI1ON F(Q,T)

C
C ibis function takes the pararneters cornputed in the subroutine
C L.OADCDC and returnis the reflected blast pressure at a given point
C for agiven timne after blasit arrival at the wall. This function
C represents a spatial Friedlander equation which returns the reflec-
C ted pressure at point "I" and time "T" using the equation:
C
C P(IT) = PRVQI) 0 HIT - TAVW]) * [I -. ((t - TAV(I)Y1DV([))]
C *ep(-AVQI) * ((T - TAV(I>'TOV(I))
C
C Where the tefni HIT - TAVQI)J represents a Heaviside function which
C prevents the load fromn being applied prior to its arrival time.
C
C The ternms LOAD and TIME are nonduimensionalization fictors
C

cccccccccOccc
REAL YTPlX,P2 P4,WGHTLOADTIME
InTRINC EXP

C
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CMAfl /PARAMS/ PV(70),AV(70TAV(70)TOV(70)MYDATA(70)
C /MM0N YCONV/ LOADTM

C
PI = PRV(I)*LOAD
P2 = TAV(I)*TME
P3 = TOV([)*T1ME
P4 = AV(I)

C
P5 =P2 +P3
IF(T .LT. P2 .OR. T.GT. PS) ThEN
F=0

ELSE
F = P1 * (1-((T-P2)/P3))*EXP(-P4*((T-P2MP3))

C
C

REIURN
END

CCCCCC

SUBROUIMN 1MS(,CSGCSBXTBXIU)
C
C This subroutine takes the fuctions FEN2 and FUN3 and detmines their
C inflection points with the cwnit set of coelicients "Y". It takes the
C current set of "Y" coeficients, calculates the inflections points and
C stores them in the army CSG for FUN2 and CSB for FUN3. Tim number of
C irnlection ponts is recorded as integers X and XIB for FUM and FUt
C respectively. These inflection points are used to define the limits
C for the numerical integration of the equations which contain FUN2 and
C FUN3 to preclude integration over a range which crosses the x axis.
C
C Variables
C
C XTG - Nunber of inflection points in the function FUN2.
C XIB - Number of inflection points in the function FUN3.
C CSG - Array of FUN2 inflection point locatiens.
C CSB - Array of FUN3 inflection point locations.
C L - The length of the beam element
C Z - Temporary aw-ay of terms in calculating current value of either
C FUN2 or FUN3.
C ZC - Term which determines the existance of an inflection point by
C dividing the current function value by the previous.
C

CCCCCCCCCCC
INTEGER XTBX NUNV,QP,L
REAL Y(35),A0AIAZCSB(100),CSG(100),Z(I 1),ZCPI

C
COMMON /NCONJ AOA1A2,PNVNU,PI
Q=2*NV

XTB=0
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C
DO 5 1=1,1I

5 CONM4UE

RJ=0
DO 10OJ=1,11I

L=L+1

CC This is FUN2.

Zg,)Q(L(*pD**2)*SM*P1*pJ)YQ)
20 CONTINUE

RJ=RJ+.1
10 CONTINUE
C

DO 50 RJ=-1,10
J=J+1
IF (ABS(Z(J)) .LT. .00001) GO TO 50
ZC=-Z(J)/Z(J+I)
IF (ZC .LT. 0) MhEN

XTG=XTG+l
CSG(XTG) =(RJ/10) -.05

ENDEF
50 CONTINUE

DOS55 1=1,11I

55 CONTINUE
L=0

RK=0
DO 3OK = 1,11

L=L+I
DO 40 I=1,NU

CC This is FUN3.

=z(L)+Z(SINQ*PI*RK)*Y(QI+I)
40 CONTINUE

RK=;R.K+. I
30 CONTINUE
C

K=0O
DO 60 RK=1,10

K=K+1
IF (ABS(Z(K)) .LT. .0000) GO TO 60

ZC=Z(K)tZ(K+I)
IF (ZC I.LT. 0)THEN

X¶B=XTB+I
CSB(X-1B) =(RKII0)-.05



60 CONTINUE
C

RETURN
END.

SUBROUTINE SORT(SGQCSBXIGXICWS)
C
C SORT taks the sets of inflection points geneuued in LIMITS and
C integrates then into a sin~e~, sorted anzy CS of size XT.
C

ccccccccccc
INTIEGER XTXIBXPNV~NUXA
REAL CSG(1O0),CSB(100),MKCS(200),ADA1A2

C
XT=XTG+XTB+2
cS(I)=0
CSQXT)I
DO 10 I=1XTG

CS(I+1) = CSG(I)
10 CONTINUE

DO 20 I=IXTh
CSQC1'G+I+I)=CSB(I)

20 CONITINUE
DO 70 I=lXI-l
DO 60 J=I+1,XT
IF ((CT()-S(J)).LE. 0) GOTO 60
m=CS(I)
CS(1)=CS(J)
CS(J)=M

60 CONTINUE
70 CONTINUE
C

RETURN
END

FUNCTION FUN 1(KC)
C

INTEGER KJ
C

REAL PI,C
C

COMMON /NONIJ AOA1,A2XPNVNUPI
C

FUNI --SIN(PI*C)
RETURN
END

FUNCTION FUN2(CýY
C
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INTEGEPNV
C

REAL CJ2¶Y(35)
C

CONIMMO /NCNJJ AOA1,ANVNUPI

FUN2-
DO 10 1-1,NV

FUN2 - FUN - (Q[*PI)*2)*SM(*PI*C)*Y(I)
10 CON'IINE
C

RETURN
END

FUNVflON FUN3(CY)

INTEGER NU~NVQ
C

REAL PIY(35),C
C

COMMON /NONIJ AA1,AP~NV~NUMP
C

FUN3 = 0
Q =2*NV
DO 10 1=1,NU

I`UN3 = FUN3 + SIN(1PI*C)*Y(Q44)
10 CONTl'NUE
C

REWURN
END

FUNCTION FUN4(KJ)
C

INTEGER &,I
REAL PIC
COMMON /NONL/ AOAIA2,P2NVNUPi
COMMON /PARAMS/ PRV(70),AV(70),TAV(70),TIOV(70),X.,YDATA(70)

C
C = YDATA(1)
FUN4 - SIN(K*PI*C)

C
RETURN
END

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
SUBROUTINE FCNJ(NXYPD)

C
INTEGER N
REAL Y()PD(NN),X
RETUJRN
END
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SUBROU71NE Lo DCDC(X4WI)
CC CCCCCCCc CC CCCC 4 JANUARY 91
ccoccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
C
C This subroutine is a derivitive of soure code aem fn n the program
C CONWEP, Qdch was developed by the Army Wateur s Experiment Station
C (WES) as described in the conmments below tkm feno the CONWEP sour•e
C code. The routines and f tons narlfkd am also used in this propm
C The body of this routine comes hun the CONWE subroutine BLAST which is
C described below, after CONWEP, in the ginal commnent BLAST was
C modified to mee the specific neds of this program. It provides the
C arrays of data required to specify the pressure time history at a point
C using the Modifeid Friedlander Equation. It provides these data arrays
C to the finction F(i,) which rmo the pressr at any poimt on the
C region of e rPand any time.
C The subroutines and functions asteicked we used in this program
C as vell.
C

CCcccccccccc
C
C PROGRAM ConWep
C
C SOURCE: USAEWES / SS (Structures Division)
C D.W. Hyde
C (601) 634-2758
C
C PURPOSE: Calculate a variety of conventional weapons effects
C according to TM5-855-1, "Fundamentals of Protective
C Design for Conventional Weapons"
C
C LAST UPDATEDI. April 13, 1989
C
C REQUIRED SUBROUTINES:
C ABOPTS - Airblast options menu for PANDR, PANDW, & RANDW
C * BLAST - Find impulse, time of arrival, duration, etc.
C CASED - Prompts user for weapon parameters for cased Ywapons
C CRATER - Calculate crater dimensions.
C * DECAY - Find decay coefficient for Friedlander equation.
C FRAG - Calculate fragmentation effects.
C INSIDE - Calculate quasi-static pressUre from an internal
C explosion.
C JHOOK - Calculate path of a projectile through soil.
C LOGO - Write intoductory screen.
C MARRAY - Multiply an array of values by a constant. Used for
C performing unit conversions prior to plotting.
C NEWINT - Prompts user for explosive parameters.
C NOSE - Displays nose shape factors for common projectile shapes.
C PANDR - Given peak pressure & range, find charge weight
C PANDW Given peak pressure & charge weight, find range.
C PAUSE - Prompts user to press <CR> before continuing
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C PEN - Calculate penetrationt of a projectile drougli
C vfrious target ntrials.
C RANDW -Given Ira and charge wigt, find peak presre.
C RCOEF Block dim routine caining digitized vaues for
C refected pressure coefficients, at diffiernt angles
C of incidence.
C REFLEC - Finds presre and inipulse distnrbutions on a wall.
C SHAPE -Find peneration of shaped clhares Into vaiM nut
C SHOCK -Calculate pressume dIsicement, accelerstion due
C to a buried charge detoation.
C SMARM -Prmpts user for auall ai projectile peruners,
c SIDOU -Standard output routine for all routines that produe
C XYarmys
C MUN - Primt user for unit system to uee set coVuuion
C factors.
C SUBSUR - Calculate airblast due to a shallow-buied qoosion.
C TNT - Displays a list of common explosives and associated
C constants.
C NNEL - Calculate airblast attenuation in a tunel.
C WEAPON - Select a wempon for use in othe subroutine
C WEAPS -Block Data routine containing parameters for eapons
C catalog.
C
C REQUIRED FUNCTIONS:
C *PINC - Given a scaled range and burst configuration, returns
C the pek incident p u in pi.
C P -Rturns the nnmlly reflected pressure in psi.
C PVEL -Returns the shock fiat velocity in kfps
C * TARR - Returns the scaled arrival time in nsec lb**l/3
C * TDUR - Returns the scaled positive phase duration in ms/b**I/3
C XIMPR - Returns the scaled reflected hnyilse in psi*mns/b**l/3
C * XIMPS - Returns the scaled incident impulse in psi*ms/lb**1/3
C ZFROMP - Given an incident pressure (psi) and burst configuration,
C returns the scaled range in fMlb**1/3.
C
CCCCCCCCXL-CCCcCCCC•CC.

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C SUBROUTINE BLAST(SURF)
C
C SOURCE: USAEWES / SS
C D.W. Hyde
C (60!) 634-2758
C
C LAST UPDATED. 27 April 1988
C
C PURPOSE. Use the equations from BRL Technical Repxxt
C ARBRL-TR-02555 to find the incident and reflected
C impulse, reflected pressure, time of arrival, duration,
C and pressure-time history for a conventional
C exposion.
C
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C I2E•SNIFIXI4 OF VARIABLE&-
C A - Decay coefficient incidmt premu
C vs. tidm history, mham
C P(t) = PSO*(I-T/TO)*e*q(-AATf/O)
C B - Way coefficient of Wfected pumuin
C vs. tine history
C IMPO Peak incident •ioiulse, pinnec
C IMPR - Peak reflected inxuse, pu-mom
C PSO - Peak incident overpessine, p.
C PI(l,i) - Incident prxss= at time station i
C PI(2,i) - Incidment inxse at mst nation i
C PRO(,i) - Reflected pressure at time station i
C PR(2,i) - Reflcted implse at time station i
C PRO -Peakreflectedpresswe, psi
C R -Rmp, ft
C SURF - .RUE. for arface bg, .FALSE for air burst
C T(1,i) -Th at station i
C T(2,i) -Identical to T(l,iu kept fr imqbility wplot
C routine only
C TA -Arrival time,nuec
C TO - Positive phase duration, nec
C wINT - Equivalewnmeight ofTNT, lb
C Z -Scaled range, flIb**1/3
C ZLOG - Logarithm of scaled range
C

CHARACTER NUM*3
REAL MAXPI,IO,CONST,SSPOLY(10 ),STAT(10)LGRS

& ,YINCI,YINC2
REAL*8 DECAY
INTRINSIC EXP

C
common /in/ xvalzvalwval,itertsrj,mnn,ii,kdfcfy
COMMON /PARAMS/ PRV(70),AV(70),TAV(70)1TOV(70),XL,YDATA(70)
COMMON /REFCYRC(20,39),ATABLE(39),rIABLE(20)
open(unit=20,file=load'//nwn)

C
C
C BLOCK DATA REFLEC
C THIS BLOCK DATA SUBPROGRAM CONTAINS REFLECIED PRESSURE coFicINn
C FROM FIGURE 3-3 OF TM[5-855. THESE DATA WERE DIGITIZED BY/FOR
C PERSONNEL OF THE NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LABORATORY FOR USE IN THE
C MICRO PROGRAM SHOCK. THE ORIGINAL BLOCK DATA SUBPROGRAM CONTAINED
C ThE SINES OF THE INVERSE OF THE COEFFICIENTS; THIS VERSION HAS ThE
C ACTUAL COEFFICIENTS.
C COMMOWREFCO/RC(20,39),ATABLE(39),PTABLE(20)
C 5000 PSI

DATA (RC( 1,),I=1,39) /12.25,12.00,11.65,11.20,10.65,10.05, 9.40,
& 8.85, 8.55, 8.25, 7.95, 7.90, 7.85, 7.80, 7.60, 7.50, 735, 7.35,
& 7.50,9.00, 9.05, 9.05, 8.35, 7.20, 4.70, 2.45, 2.20, 2.05, 1.45,
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& 1.35, 1.30, 1.20, 1.15, 1.12, 1.02, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.0W
C 300 PSI

DATA (RC( 2J),I-1,39) /10.80,10.70,10.55,10.30, 9.95, 9.40, 880,
& 8.25, &.00, 7.75, 7.50, 7.45, 7.40, 735, 730, 7.25, 7.40, 820,
& &.60, &65, 8.60, 8.50, 7.70, 6.40, 4.5, 2.45, 2.X0, 2.05, 1.45,
& 135, 130, 1.20, 1.15, 1.12, 1.02, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.0W

c 2000 PSI
DATA (RC( 3,1),1-1,39) /10.00, 9.95, 9.80, 9.55, 9.20, 8.75, 8.20,

& 7.75, 7.50, 7.25, 7.05, 7.00, 6.95, 6.90, 6.85, 6.85, 7.10, 8.00,
& 8.20, 8.25, 8.15, 8.05, 7.35, 6.25, 4.30, 2.45, 2.20, 2.05, 1.45,
& 1.35, 1.30, 1.20, 1.15, 1.12, 1.02, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.0W

C 1000 PSI
DATA (RC( 4,1),I-1,39) / 8.60, 8.45, 8.25, 7.95, 7.65, 7.30, 6.90,
& 6.60, 6.40, 6.25, 6.15, 6.10, 6.05, 6.05, 6.00, 6.15, 7.10, 7.60,
& 7.55, 7.45, 7.35, 7.20, 6.55, 5.75, 3.90, 2.45, 2.20, 2.05, 1.45,
& 1.35, 1.30, 1.20, 1.15, 1.12, 1.02, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00/

C 500PSI
DATA (RC( 5,1),I=1,39) / 7.80, 7.65, 7.45, 7.25, 6.95, 6.70, 635,

& 6.05, 5.85, 5.75, 5.70, 5.75, 5.80, 5.80, 6.05, 6.50, 7.10, 7.00,
& 6.85, 6.75, 6.65, 6.55, 6.00, 5.25, 3.75, 2.45, 2.20, 2.05, 1.45,
& 1.35, 1.30, 1.20, 1.15, 1.12, 1.02, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00/

C 400 PSI
DATA (RC( 6,I),I=1,39) / 7.00, 6.95, 6.85, 6.75, 6.55, 630, 6.00,

& 5.75,5.6,55,5.5,5.6,5.7,5.8,6.05,6.35,6.6,6.5,
& 6.4,6.3,6.2,6.1,5.6,4.9,3.6,1.45,2.2,=05,1.45,
& 135, 130, 1.20, 1.15, 1.12, 1.02, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.0L

C 300 PSI
DATA (RC( 7,),J=1,39) / 6.65, 6.60, 6.50, 6.35, 6.20, 5.90, 5.65,

& 5.40, 5.30, 5.25, 5.40, 5.50, 5.60, 5.80, 6.00, 6.05, 5.95, 5.85,
& 5.75, 5.70, 5.60, 5.55, 5.15, 4.60, 3.50, 2.45, 2.20, 2.05, 1.45,
& 1.35, 130, 1.20, 1.15, 1.12, 1.02, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00/

C 200 PSI
DATA (RC( 8,1),!=,39) / 6.00, 5.90, 5.85, 5.75, 5.65, 5.45, 5.20,

& 4.95, 4.90, 4.95, 5.15, 530, 5.40, 5.50, 5.45, 5.40, 5.25, 5.10,
& 5.05, 5.00, 4.95, 4.85, 4.55, 4.10, 3.30, 2.45, 235, 2.30, 1.90,
& 1.85, 1.80, 1.60, 1.55, 1.50, 1.40, 1.35, 1.30, 1.15, 1.00/

C 150 PSI
DATA (RC( 9J),1--,39) / 5.60, 5.50, 5.45, 535, 5.20, 5.05, 4.80,

& 4.60, 4.60, 4.65, 4.90, 5.10, 5.15, 5.10, 5.05, 4.90, 4.75, 4.65,
& 4.55, 4.45, 4.40, 4.35, 4.05, 3.70, 3.00, 2.20, 2.15, 2.10, 1.80,
& 1.75,.1.70, 1.65, 1.60, 1.30, 1.25, 1.20, 1.15, 1.10, 1.00/

C 100 PSI
DATA (RC(10J),I=l,39) / 5.00, 4.95, 4.85, 4.80, 4.65, 4.55, 4.40,

& 4.30, 4.25, 4.30, 4.65, 4.75, 4.70, 4.60, 4.40, 4.20, 3.95, 3.75,
& 3.70, 3.60, 3.55, 3.45, 3.25, 2.95, 2.40, 2.00, 1.90, 1.85, 1.70,
& 1.65, 1.60, 1.50, 1.45, 1.40, 130, 1.25, 1.22, 1.10, 1.00/

C 70PSI
DATA (RC(! 1J),1=1,39) / 4.45,4.40,4.35,4.25, 4.15, 4.10,4.00,

& 3.85, 3.85, 3.95, 4.30, 4.35, 4.25, 4.10, 3.85, 3.60, 3.35, 3.20,
& 3.10, 3.05, 3.00, 2.90, 2.70, 2.45, 2.05, 1.80, 1.75, 1.70, 1.55,
& 1.50, 1.45, 1.35, 1.30, 1.25, 1.22, 1.20, 1.20, 1.10, 1.00/
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c 50PSI
DATA (RC(12),I-1,39) / 4.00, 3.90, 3.85, 3.80, 3.70, 3.65, 3.55,

& 3.50, 3.50, 3.60, 4.10, 4.10, 4.00, 3.80, 3.50, 3.25, 2.95, 2.8,
& 2.70, 2.65, 2.60, 2.55, 2.30, 2.05, 1.85, 1.55, 1.50, 1.45, 1.35,
& 1.32, 130, 1.25, 1.22, 1.20, 1.15, 1.12, 1.10, 1.05, 1.0W

C 30PSI
DATA (RC(13,1),Ifi,39) / 3.35, 3.30, 3.25, 3.20, 3.15, 3.10, 3.10,

& 3.10, 3.15, 3.20, 3.50, 3.60, 3.55, 3.40, 3.20, 2.95, 2.75, 2.60,
& 2.55, 2.50, 2.45, 2.40, 2.20, 2.00, 1.70, 1.55, 1.50, 1.45, 1.35,
& 1.32, 1.30, 1.25, 1.22, 1.20, 1.15, 1.12, 1.10, 1.05, 1.0W

C 20PSI
DATA (RC(14,I)Ji1,39) / 3.00, 3.00, 3.00, 2.95, 2.90, 2.85, 2.85,

& 2.90, 2.90, 2.95, 3.05, 3.10, 3.20, 3.25, 3.40, 3.25, 3.00, 2.90,
& 2.85, 2.75, 2.70, 2.65, 2.45, 2.2, 1.90, 1.70, 1.65, 1.60,1.50,
& 1.45, 1.40, 1.30, 1.27, 1.25, 1.22, 1.20, 1.20, 1.10, 1.00

c 10PSI
DATA (RC.(15,I)J=1,39) / 2.50, 2.50, 2.50, 2.50, 2.50,2.50, 2.50,

& 2.50, 2.50, 2.50, 2.50, 2.55, 2.60, 2.65, 2.70, 2.75, 3.00, 3.20,
& 3.25, 3.25, 3.20, 3.15, 2.90, 2.60, 2.20, 1.90, 1.85, 1.80, 1.65,
& 1.60, 1.55, 1.50, 1.45, 1.40, 1.30, 1.25, 1.20, 1.15, 1.0W

C 5PSI
DATA (RC(16,1),Ifi,39) / 2.20, 2.20,2.20,2.20, 2.20,2.20, 2.20,
& 220, 2.20, 2.20, 2.20, 2.20, 2.20, 2.25, 230, 2.35, 2.35, 2.37,
& 2.40, 2.45, 2.47, 2.52, 2.75, 3.25, 2.85, 2.45, 2.35, 2.30, 2.00,
& 1.95, 1.90, 1.70, 1.65, 1.60, 1.40, 1.35, 1.30, 1.20, 1.00/

C 2PSI
DATA (RC(17,1),I=1,39) / 2.10, 2.10, 2.10, 2.10, 2.10, 2.10, 2.10,
& 2.10, 2.10, 2.10, 2.10, 2.10, 2.10, 2.10, 2.10, 2.10, 2.10, 2.10,
& 2.10, 2.10, 2.10, 2.10, 2.15, 2.20, 2.40, 3.10, 3.10, 3.05, 2.60,
& 2.50, 2.40, 2.10, 2.00, 1.90, 1.60, 1.52, 1.47, 1.20, 1.0W

c IPSI
DATA (RC(18,1),1=i,39) / 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05,

& 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05,
& 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.10, 2.25, 2.30, 2.35, 3.10,
& 3.15, 3.10, 2.65, 2.50, 2.35, 1.90, 1.75, 1.65, 1.30, 1.0W

C 0.5 PSI
DATA (RC(19,1),I=1,39) / 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05,

& 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05,
& 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.05, 2.10, 2.25,
& 2.30, 2.40, 3.05, 3.10, 3.05, 2.30, 2.15, 2.00, 1.45, 1.00/

C 0.2 PSI!
DATA (RC(20J),I=1,39) / 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00,

& 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00,
& 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00, 2.00,
& 2.00, 2.05, 2.10, 2.15, 2.20, 3.05, 3.05, 2.95, 1.70, 1.00W
DATA ATABLEt 0.0, 5.0,10.0,15.0,20.0,25.0,30.0,34.0,36.0,38.0,

"& 40.0,40.5,41.0,41.5,42.5,43.5,45.0,46.0,46.5,47.0,47.5,48.0,
"& 50.0,52.5,57.0,62.0,63.0,64.0,68.0,69.0,70.0,73.0,74.0,75.0,
"& 79.0,80.0,81.0,85.0,90.0
DATA FTABLE 5000.,3000.,000.,1000., 500., 400, 300., 200,
& 150., 100., 70., 50., 30., 20., 10., 5., 2, 1.,



& 0.5, 0.2t

Y1NK2 - XIJ38
YDATA() - 0
DO5 1 -2,69

IF (I .LE. 50) ThBN
i-I-i
YDATA(I) - YDATA(J) + YINCI

ELSE

YDATA(I) = YDATA(J) + YINC2

5 CONTINUE
C
C COMPUTE CUBE ROOT OF TNT

W3 = 1NrM*(1f3.)
C

DO 10 I=1,70
RANG = SQRT(XXX + rZ* + YDATA([)*YDATA(I))
RANGS = RANGfW3

C CONMPU ANGLE OF 1NCIDEJCE
CO = AMINI(1.,ZRANG)

RTJUD = 45JATAN(I.)
ALPHA - ACOS(CO)ORTOD

C FIND INCMENT PRESSURE AT TINS POINT, NEE THE LOG OF THE SCALED RANGE
LOGRS, = ALDGIO(RANGS)
MAXPI = PINC(LOGRS)

C
C FIND PRESSURES FROM TABLE THAT BOUND PS0

DO 200 KK = 1,20
IF(MAXPI .GE 7TABLE(KK)) GOTO 201

200 CONTINUE
201 IPI =MAXO(1,KK-1)

IP2 = MINO20,KK)
C FIND ANGLES FROM TABLE MhAT BOUND ALPHA

DO0205 KK = 1,39
IF(ALPHA .LE. ATABLE(KK)) GOITQ 206

205 CONTINUE
206 LAI =MAXO(IKK-1)

1A2 = NUNW39,KK)

IF(IAI EQ. 1A2) THEN
FACTA = 0.0

ELSE
FACTA = (ALPHA - ATABLE(IAI)) / (ATABLE(lA2).ATABLE(lAI))

ENDIF
CI = RC(IPIIAI) + ( RC(PI,1A) - RC(IPIJAI)) * FACTA
C2 = Rc(IJAI1) +( RC(IP2A2) -Rc(P2,AIA) ) *FACTA
IF(lPI .EQ. IP2) THEN
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REF - CI
ELSE

REF - Cl + (C2-Cl) * (MAXPI - PTABLEI) ) /
& (PTABLE(P2)-PTABLEI))

C
PRV(1) - MAXPI*REF

CccO0Occc
COCCCO00C INSERT FUNCTIONS FROM CXNWEP
Ccccccoc(

10- XIMPS(LORS)*W3
TAV(1) = TARR(LOGRS)*W3
TOV(I) - 1DUR(LOGRS)*W3

TD - TOV(I)
AV(o) - DECAY(MAXPIlTD)

10 CONTINUE
22 FORMAT(15,5FI2.5)

DO 15 J-1,69
YDATA(J) = YDATA(JYXL

15 CON(TINUE
C

RETURN
C

END

REAL FUNCnON PINC(ZLCG)
C
C
C PURPOSE FIND THE INCIDENT PRESSURE DUE TO ThE DETNATION
C OF A I LB EQUIVALENT TNT CHARGE. EQUATIONS ARE FROM BRL
C TECHNICAL REPORT ARBRL-TR-02555. PRESSURE IS REIURNED IN
C UNITS OF PSI.
C
C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES:
C SURF - .TRUE. FOR SURFACE BURST, FALSE FOR AIR BURST
C ZLOG - LOGARIM OF SCALED RANGE
C

PARAMETER (NS=I I, NF=8)
REAL CSURF(NS+I)
DATA CSURF / 1.9422502013, -1.6958988741,
& -0.154159376846, 0.514060730593,
& 0.0988534365274, -0.293912623038,
& -0.0268112345019, 0.109097496421,
& 0.00162846756311,-0.0214631030242,
& 0.0001456723382, 0.00167847752266/

C
U = -0.756579301809 + I.35034249993"ZL0G

PhNC = CSURF(NS+I)
DO 10 1 = NSI,-I
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10 PDNC - P!E+ CSURF(1)
PDNC - 10.**plNC

REWI`RN

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNC`IX)N DECAY(POJO,1D)
REAL*4 PO,0,TD
REAL*8 4&4AFPJpq4YT

C
C FIN RATE OF DECAY FOR PRESSURE ASSUMINr
C
C P(T) = PO I [ - (T-TAyIDJ * EXI¶-A(Tr-TAYID]
C (FRIEDLANDWS EQUATIONJ)
C
C WHERE A IS A DECAY COEFF1QBN. NhflHRA11NG THIS E(QJATION
C OVER TME GIVES ThE IMPULSE:

C IO=PO*TD[A+EXP(-A)-1]/A**2
C
C FRODF(A) = A*2 - P0*Tl0¶[A + EXP(-A) - 1]-0
C OR.~
C A'2/ A + EX(-A) - 11- PATYI/0O-
C
C FOR LARGE A, EXP(-A) APPROACHES 0, AND
C *2 / (A -1) APPROACHES A+ I

C INH1AL GUESS A =PO11IO - I
C

PTOI1= PO*TIIO
C INITIAL GUESS:

A = PlT0- 1.
I FA = AA -PTOI*(A +EXP(-A) - 1.)

FPA = 2*A - JYY3*(j - EXP(-A))
A =A -FA'FPA
IF(ABS(FA) .GT. I .D-6) GO 101I
DECAY = A
RETR~N

REAL FUNCTION TARR(ZLOG)
C
C PURPOSE FIND THE SCALED TIME OF ARRIVAL FOR THE DETIONATlON OF A
C I LB EQUIVALENT 1NW CHARGE EQUATIONS ARE FROM[ BRL
C TECHNICAL REPORT ARBRIAR-02555. ARRIVAL TIME IS RETURNED
C IN jN45C/B**(1/3).
C
C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES:
C ZLOG - LOGARITHM OF SCALED RANGE
C

PARAMETER (NS=9)
REAL C~SURF(NS+l)
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DATA CSRF /-0.173607601251, 13570649625
& 0.052492798645, -0.1965639540K
& -0.0601770052288, 0.069636M27091,
& 0,,0215297490092, -0.0161658930M85,
& -0.00232531970294, 0.00147752067524 /

U = -0.755684472698 + 1.37784223635*ZLOG
TARR = CSURF(NS+I)
DO 10 1 = NS,1,-I

10 TARR = TARR*U + CSURF1)
TARR - 10.**TARR
RETURN
END

REAL FUNcnON Tl)R(ZLOG)
C

C PURPOSE FIND THE SCALE DURATION FOR ThE DEMNATION OF A I LB
C EQUIVALENT TMT CHARGE EQUATIONS ARE FROM BRL TECHNICAL
C REPORT ARBRL-TR-02555. DURATION IS RETURNED IN
C MSECILB**(1/3).
C

C DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES:
C ZLOG - LOGARITHM OF SCALED RANGE
C

PARAME1M (NS1=-5,NS2=8,NS3-5)
REAL CSURFI(NSI+1, CSUR2(NS2I-) CSLRF3(NS+1)
DATA CSURF / -0.728671776005, 0.130143717675,
& 0.134872511954, 0.0391574276906,
& -0.00475933664702,-0.00428144598008 /
DATA CSURF2 / 0.20096507334, -0.0297944268976,

& 0.030632954288, 0.0183405574086,
& -0.0173964666211, -0.00106321963633,
& 0.00562060030977, 0.0001618217499,
& -0.0006860188944 /

DATA CSURF3 / 0.572462469964, 0.0933035304009,
& 4-.0005849420883, -0.00226884995013,
& -0.00295908591505, 0.00148029868929/

IF(ZLOG .LT. 0.4048337) THEN
U = -0.1790217052 + 5.25099193925*ZLOG
TDUR = CSURFI(NSI+I)
DE)1 I I = NSI,1,-1

11 TDUR = TDUR*U + CSURFI(1)
ELSEIF(ZLOG .GE. 0.4048337 .AND. ZLOG .LT. 0.845098) THEN

U = -5.85909812338 + 9.299628861 1*ZLOG
TDUR = CSURF2(NS2+I)
DO 12 1 = NS2,1,-1

12 TDUR = TIUR*U + CSURF2(I)
ELSE

U = 4.92699491141 + 3.46349745571*Zl.OG
TDUR = CSURF3(NS3+1)
DO 13 1 = NS3,1,-1

13 TDUR = TDUR*U + CSURF3QI)
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IDUR - 10.*wIDUR
REIURN

REAL FUNCTION XIMPS(ZLOG)
C
C ]PURPOSE FI THE SCALED IIN DM LSE FOR IM DETONIATION OF
C A 1 LB BQUIVALIT NT CHARGE, BQUATIONS ARE FROM BRL
C TECHCAL REPORT ARBRL-TR-02555. IMPULSE IS RETURNED IN
C UNITS OF PSI*SCJLE**(1/3).
C
C DESCRIFIJON OF VARIABLES:
C ZLOG -LOGARITHM OF SCAIED RANGE
C

PARAMETE (NSI=4XNS2=7)
REAL CSURFI(NS1+1,CSURF2(NS2+I)
DATA CSURFI / 1.57159240621, -0.502992763686,
& 0.171335645235, 0.0450176963051,
& -0.0118964626402 /
DATA CSURF2 / 0.719852655584, -0384519026965,
& -0.0280816706301, 0.00595798753822,
& 0.014544526107, -0.00663289334734,
& -0.00284189327204, 0.0013644816227/

EF(ZLOG IT. 0382017) THEN
U - 0.832468843425 + 3.076O29666*ZLJ.OG
XIMPS = CSURFI(NSI+I)
DO I II = NSI,1,-A

1 XIMPS = XIMPS*U + CSURFI(I)
ELSE

U = -2.91358616806 + 2.40697745406*ZLOG
XIMPS = CSURF2(NS2+1)
DO 12 1 = NS2,1,-1

12 )IMPS = XIMPS*U + CSURF2(I)
ENDIF

XIMPS = 10.**aXIMPS
RETURN
END

C The renainder of the code contains the first order sinultaneous
C equation solver DGEAR and its associated ubutines.CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCccccccccCcccccc
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Reapna.Surf ace Model Infomaticn

500 lb Roane S•urface - 3MOfl DATl

0 1 ZVAL 2 XVAL 3 WT 4 W S 5 WH 6 M D 7 SDIR 8 SDIAG

1 15 0 12 3000 168 19.20 7.01 5.81
2 15 0 12 3000 108 8.17 10.14 6.03
3 15 0 12 7000 168 15.74 8.45 7.00
4 55 0 36 7000 108 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 55 0 36 3000 168 0.22 19.30 6.94
6 5 55 36 3000 168 0.05 10.23 5.38
7 55 55 36 3000 108 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 5 0 24 7000 108 1.84 44.38 26.24
9 55 0 12 7000 168 3.40 4.61 3.96

10 5 55 12 7000 168 1.07 2.72 2.29
11 55 55 12 7000 108 0.00 0.00 0.00
12 5 0 36 7000 168 1.23 103.17 79.30
13 5 55 36 7000 108 0.00 0.00 0.00
14 55 55 36 7000 168 0.00 0.00 0.00
15 5 28 24 5000 144 0.40 15.53 6.17
16 55 28 24 5000 144 0.12 10.02 4.98
17 30 0 24 5000 144 1.73 33.26 4.07
18 30 55 24 5000 144 0.07 8.07 3.56
19 30 28 12 5000 144 3.68 3.29 2.58
20 30 28 36 5000 144 0.23 29.86 7.78
21 30 28 24 3000 144 0.89 16.79 6.41
22 30 28 24 7000 .144 0.70" 16.17 7.02
23 30 28 24 5000 108 0.21 18.29 7.77
24 30 28 24 5000 144 0.78 16.86 6.34
25 30 28 24 5000 144 0.78 16.86 6.34
26 5 0 12 7000 108 23.00 10.00 8.00
27 5 0 12 3000 168 8.00 7.00 5.00
28 5 0 36 7000 108 0.79' 120.29 59.17
29 5 0 36 3000 168 1.49 65.75 41.05
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1000 lb Reopmoe Surface - HIU..I DAh

0 1 ZMAL 2 XVAL 3 W T 4 W S 5 W H 6 M D 7 SDIR 8 SDIAG

1 5 0 12 3000 168 45.00 10.00 8.00
2 55 0 36 7000 108 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 55 0 36 3000 168 1.29 37.41 15.61
4 5 55 36 3000 168 0.24 17.90 5.89
5 55 55 36 3000 108 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 5 0 24 7000 108 6.07 105.92 •C.44
7 55 0 12 7000 168 12.18 5.39 4.31
8 5 55 12 7000 168 2.90 3.31 2.61
9 55 55 12 7000 108 0.47 5.79 3.39
10 5 0 36 7000 168 3.99 176.59 164.29
.A 5 55 36 7000 108 0.00 0.00 0.00
12 55 55 36 7000 168 0.00 13.47 4.21
13 5 28 24 5000 144 0.95 26.95 5.41
14 55 28 24 5000 144 1.18 19.20 4.05
15 30 0 24 5000 144 5.44 19.15 9.30
1e 30 55 24 5000 144 0.47 13.08 4.50
17 30 28 12 5000 144 13.70 7.32 5.16
18 30 28 36 5000 144 1.22 43.96 24.79
19 30 28 24 3000 144 3.60 21.66 6.76
20 30 28 24 7000 144 2.91 41.70 8.03
21 30 28 24 5000 108 1.43 30.44 16.00
22 30 28 24 5000 144 3.18 23.86 7.52
23 30 28 24 5000 144 3.18 23.86 7.52
24 55 25 12 7000 108 2.96 5.41 3.28
25 15 0 12 3000 108 13.04 12.62 7.59
26 25 0 12 3000 108 13.77 11.17 6.70
27 25 0 12 3000 168 32.81- 7.31 6.03
28 55 0 12 3000 108 5.88 5.58 3.79
29 5 55 12 3000 108 1.40 4.29 2.44
30 55 55 12 3000 168 7.21 3.44 2.71
31 5 0 12 7000 108 22.00 7.00 4.00
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2000 lb Response Surface - ME= DAT

0 1 ZMAL 2 XVAL 3 W T 4 W S 5 W H 6 M D 7 SDIR 8 SDIAG

1 5 0 12 3000 168 35.50 8.00 6.00
2 55 0 12 3000 108 2.87 7.10 4.02
3 5 55 12 3000 108 0.78 3.62 2.70
4 55 55 12 3000 168 4.78 3.09 2.49
5 5 0 36 3000 108 1.73 122.03 71.97
6 55 55 12 3000 108 0.52 4.58 3.04
7 5 0 12 7000 108 12.00 15.00 9.00
8 55 0 12 7000 168 6.24 6.54 5.30
9 5 55 12 7000 168 1.71 3.75 3.19
10 55 55 12 7000 108 0.02 4.54 2.82
11 5 10 36 7000 168 0.35 66.75 27.87
12 55 0 36 7000 108 0.00 0.00 0.00
13 5 55 36 7000 108 0.00 0.00 0.00
14 55 55 36 7000 168 0.00 0.00 0.00
15 5 28 24 5000 144 0.66 20.05 6.02
16 55 28 24 5000 144 0.44 13.00 4.70
17 30 0 24 5000 144 3.25 40.52 7.94
18 30 55 24 5000 144 0.21 9.70 4.50
19 30 28 12 5000 144 6.85 9.44 6.82
20 30 28 36 5000 144 0.53 40.42 15.61
21 30 28 24 3000 144 1.75 24.74 4.13
22 30 28 24 7000 144 1.41 20.50 6.52
23 30 28 24 5000 108 0.59 25.14 8.34
24 30 28 24 5000 144 1.54 25.31 5.13
25 30 28 24 5000 144 1.54 25.31 5.13
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500 lb ReMpMs SuzrfaJCe N~d Ilo•f tion

IMOD55D 12R x IC 15-JAN-94 8:56Page 1 Accepted model for response M_D

0 1

1 Model Name: MR553
2 Response Transformation: Untransformed

least Squares
4 Weights: None
5 Total Number of Cases: 29
6 Number of Predictors: 5
7 Number of Une~xpanded Te~r 14
8 Number of Exccluded Cases 0
9 Error Degrees of Freedom 15

10 Standard Error of Respm 6.013722
11 Relative PRESS: 0.407118
12 Root Mean Squared Error: 2.984413

ICOEF55D 14R x 4C " 15-JAN-94 8:56

Page 1

Least Squares Coefficients, Response M, Model MR551__COPY

0 Term 1 Coeff. 2 Std. Error 3 T-value 4 Signif.

1 1 -4.062295 17.936065 -0.23 0.8239
2 Z 0.652205 0.345298 1.89 0.0784
3 X -0.426211 0.088692 -4.81 0.0002
4 W. -2.505735 0.583184 -4.30 0.0006
5 W 0.007857 0.002558 3.07 0.0078
6 W-H 0.181769 0.106889 1.70 0.1097
7 Z9W -0.000047 0.000021 -2.22 0.0421
8 Z*W-H -0.002520 0.001385 -1.82 0.0889
9 Z*W- 0.005176 0.003065 1.69 0.1120

10 X*W 0.013339 0.003119 4.28 0.0007
11 W *W H -0.000041 0.000015 -2.68 0.0170
12 W-H*W 0.004851 0.002283 2.13 0.0506
13 ZW*2 -0.003385 0.002456 -1.38 0.1883
14 W**2 0.022333 0.009945 2.25 0.0402

No. cases = 29 R-sq. = 0.8681 RMS Error = 2.984
Resid. df = 15 R-sq-adj. = 0.7537 Cond. No. = 175.6
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tANOV55D 7R x SC 15-JAN-94 8:51
page 1

Teast Squares Suna ANOVA, ReSponse M Model MR551

0 source 1 df 2 Sum Sq. 3 Mean Sq. 4 F-Ratio 5 Signif.

1 Total (Corr.) 28 1012.616
2 Regression 20 891.071 44.554 2.93 0.0609
3 Linear 5 535.077 107.015 7.04 0.0083
4 Non-linear 15 355.995 23.733 1.56 0.2667
5 Residual 8 121.544 15.193
6 Lack of fit 7 121.544 17.363
7 Pure error 1 0.000 0.000

R-sq. = 0.8800
R-sq-adj. = 0.5799

Model obeys hierarchy. The sum of squares for linear terms
is computed assuming nonlinear terms are first removed.

1 5 J A 0 94 1 S I P agIIe
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IMOD55S 12R x 1C 15-3ON-94 8:56
Page 1

Accepted model for response SDIR

0 1

1 Model Name: MR554
2R nse Transformation: tktransf armed
3 Least Squares
4 'Weights: None
5 T1ota1 Numbier of Cases: 29
6 Number of Predictors: 5
7 Numb~er of Unexpanded Ter 13
8 Number of Excluded Cases 0
9 Error Degrees of Freedom 16

10 Standard Error of Reupon 29.162779
11 Relative PRESS: 0.77632
12 Root Mean Squared Error: 7.503846

ICOEF55S 13R x 4C - 15-JAN-94 8:57

Page 1

Least Squares Coefficients, Response S, Model MR554

0 Term 1 Coeff. 2 Std. Error 3 T-value 4 Signif.

1 1 -52.895570 40.769655
2 Z 1.942077 0.466188
3 X -2.154419 0.523765
4 W 6.267415 0.977596
5 W -0.005148 0.085973
6 W-H -0.076856 0.263059
7 ZCX 0.025219 0.003388 7.44 0.0001
8 Z*W -0.000208 0.000052 -3.99 0.0011
9 Z*W -0.071017 0.009085 -7.82 0.0001

10 X*W H 0.012470 0.003068 4.06 0.0009
11 x*W- -0.035524 0.006581 -5.40 0.0001
12 W *W H 0.000069 0.000037 1.86 0.0819
13 W-H*W -0.016012 0.006058 -2.64 0.0177

No. cases = 29 R-sq. = 0.9622 RMS Error = 7.504
Resid. df = 16 R-sq-adj. = 0.9338 Cond. No. = 156.7
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IANN55S 7R x SC 15-JAN-94 8:55
page 1

Least Squares Summary AOVA, Response S Model MR554

0 Source 1 df 2 Sum Sq. 3 Mean Sq. 4 F-Ratio 5 Signif.

1 Tota1(orr.) 28 23813.09
2 Regression 12 22912.17 1909.35 33.91 0.0000
3 Linear 5 14107.21 2821.44 50.11 0.0000
4 Ncg-linear 7 8804.96 1257.85 22.34 0.0000
5 Residual 16 900.92 56.31
6 Lack of fit 15 900.92 60.06
7 Pure error 1 0.00 0.00

R-sq. - 0.9622
R-sq-adj. - 0.9338

Model obeys hierarchy. The sum of squares for linear terms
is computed assuming nonlinear terms are first removed.
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tMM55SD 1R x IC 15-JAN-94 8:56
Page 1

Accepted model for response SDIAG

0 1

1 model Name: MR555
2 Respcse Transformation: Untransformed

Least Squares
4 Weights: None
5 Tobtal N~umber of Cases: 29
6 Number of Predictors: 5
7 Number of IUnexanded Ter 15
8 Numb~er of Excluded Cases 0
9 Error Degrees of Freedom 14

10 Standazd Error of Reopm 18.270403
11 Relative PRESS: 0.791464
12 Root Mean Squared Error: 3.622131

ICOEF55SD 15R x 4C 15-JAN-94 8:57

Page 1

Least Squares Coefficients, Response SD, Model MR555

0 Term 1 Coeff. 2 Std. Error 3 T-value 4 Signif.

1 1 214.375478 41.805261
2 Z 0.967757 0.217279
3 X 0.780201 0.194868
4 W -0.386121 0.628712
5 W -0.009305 0.002934
6 W-H -3.129392 0.549253
7 ZTX 0.011766 0.001568 7.50 0.0001
8 Z*W -0.000126 0.000026 -4.94 0.0002
9 Z*W- -0.033258 0.003835 -8.67 0.0001

10 X*W -0.000109 0.000023 -4.78 0.0003
11 X*W- -0.030166 0.003404 -8.86 0.0001
12 W *W H 0.000056 0.000018 3.06 0.0085
13 W-*W- 0.000298 0.000054 5.56 0.0001
14 W-H*W 0.006501 0.002973 2.19 0.0462
15 W-H**2 0.010443 0.001918 5.45 0.0001

No. cases = 29 R-s 9 . = 0.9803 F4S Error = 3.622
Resid. df = 14 R-sq-adj. = 0.9607 Ccond. No. = 494.4
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tANtMYBSD 7R x 5C 15-JN-94 8:55
Page 1

Least Squares Sumuary ANOVA, Response SD Model MR555

0 Source 1 df 2 Sum Sq. 3 Mean Sq. 4 F-Ratio 5 Signif.

1 Total(Corr.) 28 9346.614
2 Re•ressicm 14 9162.936 654.495 49.89 0.0000
3 Linear 5 5307.318 1061.464 80.91 0.0000
4 N~n-1inear 9 3855.618 428.402 32.65 0.0000
5 Residual 14 183.678 13.120
6 Lack of fit 13 183.678 14.129
7 Pure error 1 0.000 0.000

R-sq. - 0.9803
R-nq-adj. - 0.9607

al cbeys hierarchy. sum of squares for linear terms
ccxputed assuming nonlinear terms are first removed.
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1000 2b 3supmu 91mo moe !nfcitan
IN12 12R x 1C 07-JAN-94

11:24 Page 1

Accepted model for responm M_D

0 1

1 Model Name: PLOT2002
2 Re-xxum Transformation: Untransformed
3 Metiod.: Least Squares
4 Weights: None
S Total Number of CAes: 25
6 Number of Predictors: 5
7 Number of tbepanded Ter 14
8 Numb~er of Excluded Cases 0
9 Error Degrees of Freedom 11

10 Standard Error of Respcui 7.242622
11 Relative PRESS: 0.208364
12 Root Mean Squared Error: 1.690644

ICOEF2 14R x 4C 07-JAN-94

11:25 Page 1

Least Squares Coefficients, Response M, Model PWOT2002

0 Term 1 Coeff. 2 Std. Error 3 T-value 4 Signif.

1 1 -5.969702 7.072281
2 Z -0.187083 0.108461
3 X -0.186465 0.102248
4 W -0.525068 0.327016
5 W -0.001926 0.000538
6 W-H 0.437493 0.045519
7 ZTX 0.006853 0.000781 8.78 0.0001
8 Z*W 0.011265 0.001819 6.19 0.0001
9 Z*W H -0.002346 0.000720 -3.26 0.0076

10 X*W- 0.01190C 0.001793 6.64 0.0001
11 X*W H -0.002847 0.000658 -4.33 0.0012
12 W*W- 0.000056 0.000028 2.02 0.0686
13 W*W-H -0.011774 0.001523 -7.73 0.0001
14 W**2 0.019214 0.005685 3.38 0.0061

No. cases = 25 R-sq. = 0.9750 R4S Error - 1.691
Resid. df = 11 R-sq-adj. = 0.9455 Cond. No. = 115.9
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IVAi2 7R x SC 07-JAM-94
11:24 Page 1

Least Squares Summauy VA, Response M Moel PLOT2002

0 Source 1 df 2 Stn Sq. 3 Mean Sq. 4 F-Ratio 5 Signif.

1 Total (Corr.) 24 1258.934
2 Regression 13 1227.493 94.423 33.03 0.0000
3 5 656.755 131.351 45.95 0.0000
4 Ncn-linear 8 570.738 71.342 24.96 0.0000
5 Residual 11 31.441 2.858
6 Lack of fit 10 31.441 3.144
7 Pure error 1 0.000 0.000

R-s?. - 0.9750
aR-s- amj.- 0.9455

model obeys hierarchy.%Te sm of squares for linear terms
is computed assuming nonlinear terms are first removed.
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NOW3 12R x IC 07-JW-94 11:25
Page 1

Accepted model for response SDIR

0 1

1 Model Name: PrDT2003
2 Transformation: Untransformed

3 Least Squares
4 weights: None
5 Total Number of Cases: 25
6 Nutmer of Predictors: 5
7 N~umber of Unbexpanded Ter 14
8 Numb~er of Excluded Cases 0
9 Error Degrees of Freedom 11

10 Standard Error of Respcz 26.471305
11 Relative PRESS: 0.880064
12 Root Mean Squared Error: 3.393651

ICOEF3 14R x 4C 07-JAN-94

11:26 Page 1

Least Squares Coefficients, Response S, Model PLOT2003

0 Term 1 Coeff. 2 Std. Error 3 T-value 4 Signif.

1 1 118.627133 20.455120
2 Z -0.640760 0.255962
3 X -0.560721 0.120671
4 W 4.347709 0.345749
5 W -0.020032 0.002916
6 W-H -1.021689 0.113097
7 ZTX 0.014785 0.001509 9.80 0.0001
8 Z*W -0.029421 0.003347 -8.79 0.0001
9 Z*W H 0.008676 0.001782 4.87 0.0005

10 X*W- -0.043227 0.004627 -9.34 0.0001
11 X*W 0.000106 0.000025 4.31 0.0012
12 W*W- -0.000246 0.000064 -3.82 0.0028
13 W *W H 0.000151 0.000017 8.97 0.0001
14 ZW*2- -0.010774 0.002796 -3.85 0.0027

No. cases = 25 R-sq. = 0.9925 RMS Error = 3.394
Resid. df = 1i R-sq-adj. = 0.9836 Cond. No. = 160.5
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IANOM 7R x 5C 07-JAN-94
11:26 Page 1

Least Squares Sum•ary ANOVA, Respcnee S model PWr2 003

0 Source 1 df 2 Sum Sq. 3 Mean Sq. 4 F-Ratio 5 Signif.

1 Total(Corr.) 24 16817.52
2 Re iesSiCn 13 16690.83 1283.91 111.50 0.0000
3 Linear 5 9335.91 1867.18 162.10 0.0000
4 Non-linear 8 7354.92 919.37 79.83 0.0000
5 Residual 11 126.69 11.52
6 Lack of fit 10 126.69 12.67
7 Pure error 1 0.00 0.00

R-sq. 0.9925
R-sq-ad.- 0.9836

model obeys hierarchy. The am of squares for linear terms
is computed assuming nonlinear terms are first remoed.
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IMOD4 12R x 1C 07-JN-94
11:26 Page 1

Accepted model for response SDIAG

0 .1

1 Model Name: PLOT2004
2 s Transformation: Untransformed

Least Square
4 Weights: None
5 Total Number of Cases: 25
6 Number of Predictors: 5
7 Number of Unexpanded Ter 14
8 Number of Excluded Cases 0
9 Error Degrees of Freedum 11

10 Staznard Error of Respon 14.366108
11 Relative PRESS: 0.481828
12 Root Mean Squared Error: 4.099204

ICOEF4 14R x 4C 07-JAN-94

11:26 Page 1

Least Squares Coefficients, Response SD, Model PLOT2004

0 Term 1 Coeff. 2 Std. Error 3 T-value 4 Signif.

1 1 81.481744 22.482048
2 Z -0.311996 0.156940
3 X -0.896116 0.300395
4 W 0.981792 0.626264
5 W -0.009560 0.003540
6 W H -0.557030 0.130852
7 Z*X 0.007351 0.001821 4.04 0.0020
8 Z*W -0.025476 0.006004 -4.24 0.0014
9 Z*W 0.000083 0.000034 2.46 0.0319

10 X*W -0.009849 0.003876 -2.54 0.0274
11 X*W H 0.005363 0.002045 2.62 0.0237
12 W*W -0.000220 0.000075 -2.92 0.0140
13 W *W H 0.000075 0.000020 3.70 0.0035
14 WT*2- 0.035083 0.014657 2.39 0.0356

No. cases = 25 R-s9. = 0.9627 RMS Error = 4.099
Resid. df = 11 R-sq-adj. = 0.9186 COnd. No. = 151.2
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Least Squares Summary ANVA, Response SD Model PLoI2004

0 Source 1 df 2 Sum Sq. 3 Mean Sq. 4 F-Ratio 5 Signif.

1 Total (Corr.) 24 4953.242
2 Rearession 13 4768.403 366.800 21.83 0.0000
3 Linear 5 2193.701 438.740 26.11 0.0000
4 NW-linear 8 2574.703 321.838 19.15 0.0000
5 Residual 11 184.838 16.803
6 Lack of fit 10 184.838 18.484
7 Pure error 1 0.000 0.000

R-sq. = 0.9627
R-sq-adj. = 0.9186

Model obeys hieacy ah sm of squares for linear terms
is conMtoed assuming nonlinear terms are first removed.
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2000 lb Response Suf aCe Model Inufitiac

IMOD22 12R x IC 17-JAN-94

20:40 Page 1

Accepted model for response M D

0 1

1 Model Name: PLOT3502
2 Resonse Transformation: Untransformed
3 MLeast Squares
4 Weights: None
5 Total Number of Cases: 31
6 Number of Predictors: 5
7 Number of Unexpand Ter 15
8 Number of Excluded Cases 0
9 Error Degrees of Freedom 16

10 Standard Error of Respon 10.193068
11 Relative PRESS: 0.889395
12 Root Mean Squared Error: 1.967447

ICOEF22 15R x 4C 07-JAN-94

21:14 Page 1

Least Squares Coefficients, Response M, Model PLIT3502

0 Term 1 Coeff. 2 Std. Error 3 T-value 4 Signif.

1 1 -24.193203 7.342000
2 Z -0.160725 0.096374
3 X -0.193163 0.088468
4 W -2.285052 0.348288
5 W 0.006236 0.001121
6 W-H 0.651004 0.051447
7 Z*X 0.003661 0.000760 4.82 0.0002
8 Z*W 0.011528 0.001862 6.19 0.0001
9 Z*W H -0.002129 0.000668 -3.19 0.0057

10 X*W 0.014530 0.001632 8.90 0.0001
11 X*W H -0.002875 0.000590 -4.87 0.0002
12 W*W 0.000091 0.000023 4.03 0.0010
13 W*W H -0.003531 0.001506 -2.34 0.0323
14 W *W H -0.000062 0.000008 -7.57 0.0001
15 WW*2- 0.022051 0.005694 3.87 0.0013

No. cases = 31 R-sq. = 0.9801 RMS Error = 1.967
Resid. df = 16 R-sq-adj. = 0.9627 Cond. No. = 116.9
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AD=KA22 7R x SC 07-JAN-94
21:13 Page 1

Least Squares Sumnazy AN~vA, Response M Model Plot3502

0 Source 1 df 2 Sum Sq. 3 Mean Sq. 4 F-Ratio 5 Signif.

1 Total(Corr.) 30 3116.959
2 Regression 14 3055.026 218.216 56.37 0.0000
3 Linear 5 1926.404 385.281 99.53 0.0000
4 Ncn-linear 9 1128.621 125.402 32.40 0.0000
5 Residual 16 61.934 3.871
6 Lack of fit 15 61.934 4.129
7 Pure error 1 0.000 0.000

R-sq. = 0.9801
R-sq-adj. = 0.9627

model obeys hierarchy. Tne sum of squares for linear terms
is computed assuming nonlinear terms are first removed.
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tM? 33 12R x 1C 17-JAN-94
20:40 Page 1

Accepted model for response SDIR

0 1

1 Model Name: PIO503
2 Resose Transformation: Untransformed

3 oast Squares
4 Weights: None
5 Total Number of Cases: 31
6 Number of Predictors: 5
7 Number of Unexpanded Ter 10
8 Number of Excluded Cases 0
9 Error Degrees of Freedm 21

10 Standard Error of Respon 35.056863
11 Relative PRESS: 0.694524
12 Root Mean Squared Error: 14.629961

ICOEF33 1OR x 4C 07-JAN-94

21:14 Page 1

Least Squares Coefficients, Response S, Model PIOT3503

0 Term 1 Coeff. 2 Std. Error 3 T-value 4 Signif.

1 1 92.986651 42.109917
2 Z 0.047889 0.331640
3 X -0.125998 0.382151
4 W 5.550065 0.631001
5 W -0.029305 0.007962
6 W-H -0.993305 0.304785
7 Z•X 0.029550 0.005391 5.48 0.0001
8 Z*W -0.066073 0.012802 -5.16 0.0001
9 X*W -0.063864 0.011397 -5.60 0.0001

10 W *W H 0.000221 0.000056 3.92 0.0008

No. cases = 31 R- 0.8781 RMS Error = 14.63
Resid. df = 21 R-sq-adj. =0.8258 Cond. No. = 87.33
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ANOVA33 7R x 5C 07-JN-N-94
21:13 Page 1

Least Squares Summary ANOVA, Response S Model PLOT3503

0 Source 1 df 2 Sum Sq. 3 Mean Sq. 4 F-Ratio 5 Signif.

1 Total(Corr.) 30 36869.51
2 Regression 9 32374.76 3597.20 16.81 0.0000
3 Linear 5 16442.47 3288.49 15.36 0.0000
4 Non-linear 4 15932.29 3983.07 18.61 0.0000
5 Residual 21 4494.75 214.04
6 Lack of fit 20 4494.75 224.74
7 Pure error 1 0.00 0.00

R-sQ. - 0.8781
R-sq-adj. - 0.8258

Model obeys hierarchy. The sum of squares for linear terms
is computed assuming nonlinear terms are first removed.
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Accepted model for response SDIAG

0 1

1 Model Name: PLOT3504
2 Respose Transformation: Untransformed

Least Squares
4 Weights: None
5 Total Number of Cases: 31
6 Number of Predictors: 5
7 Nwrber of Uneqxpaned Ter 11
8 Number of Excluded Case~s 0
9 Error Degrees of Freedom 20

10 Standard Error of Respon 32.609024
11 Relative PRESS: 0.705662
12 R•ot Mean SqUared Error: 13.499653

ICOEF44 1IR x 4C - 07-JAN-94

21:15 Page 1

Least Squares Coefficients, Response SD, Model PI=OI3504

0 Term 1 Coeff. 2 Std. Error 3 T-value 4 Signif.

1 1 436.520515 120.302831
2 Z 0.079125 0.306166
3 X -0.106779 0.280290
4 W 5.149210 0.587511
5 W -0.028980 0.007374
6 W-H -6.187558 1.745447
7 Z;X 0.028887 0.004975 5.81 0.0001
8 Z*W -0.065194 0.011828 -5.51 0.0001
9 X*W -0.060722 0.010574 -5.74 0.0001

10 W *W H 0.000220 0.000052 4.21 0.0004
11 W--H*T2 0.018801 0.006223 3.02 0.0067

No. cases = 31 R-sq. = 0.8857 RMS Error = 13.5
Resid. df = 20 R-sq-adj. = 0.8286 Cond. No. = 364.6
IMOD44 12R x 1C 07-JAN-94
21:13 Page 1
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tA•WVA44 7R x 5C 07-JAN-94
21:13 Page 1

Least Squares Sumnary ANOVA, Response SD Model PLO13504

0 Source 1 df 2 Sum Sq. 3 Mean Sq. 4 F-Ratio 5 Signif.

1 Tbtal(Corr.) 30 31900.45
2 Regression 10 28255.64 2825.56 15.50 0.0000
3 Linear 5 12471.85 2494.37 13.69 0.0000
4 NW-linear 5 15783.79 3156.76 17.32 0.0000
5 Residual 20 3644.81 182.24
6 Lack of fit 19 3644.81 191.83
7 Pure error 1 0.00 0.00

R-sq. = 0.8857
R-sq-adj. = 0.8286

model obeys hierarchy. The sum of squares for linear terms
is computed assuming nonlinear terms are first removed.
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Appuft D

Nhl CNIo Siiem Fempn - SMEC

PROGRAM MLNI
CC THIS PROGRAM RUNS A MN(WE CARLO SIMULATION OF AN ATTACK OF A
CC HARDENED FACEITY WITH A STICK OF (XCONV]fl1GAL WEAPCNS.
CC
CC 1he iput variables for each attack we as follows:
CC MFC - mom concrm wergth fc'
CC SIGFC - standrddeviatim of the conu stresgth
CC MXL - m wal height or beam elemnt kng
CC SIGXL - studard deviation of th wal he
CC MD - me deph of wall or thicmkes
CC SIYD - stamYd dviaon of dh l wib thicknes
CC MXB - m-a X coordimnt of bomb one
CC MYBI - mew Y coordinate of bomb one
CC MXB2 - mn X coordinate ofbonmb two
CC MYB2 - iu Y coordinate of bond two
CC MXB3 - menX coordinate of bomb, three
CC MYB3 - mean Y coordinate of bomb three
CC MXB4 - me X coordinate ofbomb four
CC MYB4 - mean Y coordinate of bomb four
CC SIGBOMB - standard deviation for each bomb bued on mandad
baIlistic for
CC that type of bomb
CC SIGRANGE - standard deviation of the ainpoin in the range, or X
direction
CC given the aim point is at 0,0
CC SIGDEFLECT - standard deviation of the aimqoint in the deflectio,
orY
CC direction given the aim point is at 0,0
CC FC - curent value of conte strength
CC D - crrent value for the depth or thickness of the wall
CC XL - current value for the height of the wall
CC RANGEI - current value of the range for the ith bomb after sampling
for
CC the ballistic erour
CC RANGE - cuwent value for the range flr the ith bomb after sanpling
for
CC aim point error
CC KILL - flag variable, if KILL = structure is killed, if KIL = 0
structure
CC is not killed
CC ZVALVAL - tranfonned coordinates for deflection and shear analysis
CCC

REAL MFCM ,M SIGFCSIGXL,SIGDBI,YBI,XB2,YB2,XB3,YB3,
&

SIGBRANGEDI-FECT, RANGEIDrE lrI GRANGFSCIEGLE rXVAL4
"" CHECKI,SCHECKI ,SCHECKZSCHFCK3 E TRF4 aGSHEAR,
"& DE CnO ,WVAL,B,D,XB4,YB4,ZVALDr,DIECrSHEAR
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cc

cc
GHARACIE NUM3
KBREACR-
KHrINO
KDF6LEC=0
KSHDRt=
KSHDIAG-0
B-12

C
cc
990 FORMAT(15,17F7.2)

OPEN (UNT=-lZ//EN UMI
READ(12,(AY) NUM
READOIZ*) IRUNSFCSGVUOGUMDBYBIBYB2

& ~XB3YB3~XB4YB4,SIGBS1GRANGE~S1GDEFLBCrWVAL
cc

OPEN (UMIT%=13,F1LE=M~Wr/ff4U"
OPEN (UNJT14,IE-' M/ M
RLR"=

WRITE(13,*) WVAL
DO 100 1=lIJRUNS

cc
CC Each rna wil evaluate the kill prmbility for the four vmeqpoa in
the stick.
CC Sampling for the concrete strength (FC)~, wall thickness (D) and wall
height (XL)
CC are accomplished initially and are valid for an entire stick
sampling. That is,
CC FCD and XL are held constant for the analysis of four different
weapon
CC locations.
cc
CC Sanity checks are placed on the values of FC,D,XL. Also, the
response
CC surfaces are only valid over a specific range.
CC

FC - RANNOR MFCSIGFC)
IF (FC .LT. 2500) FC=2500
XL = RANNORM(MXLSIGXL)
IF (XL .GT. 168) XL=168
IF (XL .LT. 96) XL=96
D = RANNOR(VMDSIGD)
IF (D.Gr. 36) D=36
IF (D LT. 12) D=12

CC The individual weapon locations are determined by first samiplng on the
CC distribution of each weapon based on its ballistic enrro properties.
CC This returns a location (RANGEI, DELEM) relative to the stick center for
CC that bomb. Subsequently, the aim point enrr is applied with the
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CC aim point I II &vdevm. (uwiprng and *eiede) with RANM WLCTI
CC as Uw -m locabon coordintes. The RANGEW)E1BMfON~ coardiufe of the
CC a~rmt weepon is the establised. This smp is acconylishe Ibir

CC with incune n..

DO025 J-1,4
EF (J JEQ. 1)TINN

RANGERNNO~RMANGE1,SIGRANGE)
4WLFfl-ANNORM(YBI,%IGB)

DEFLWcrRAlNNoRmmh~nf,SIG1JRE1lf)
ELSEIF (J EQ. 2) THENJ

RANGEI1ANORMVXBZMGB)
RANGp :ENORMW~ANGEIilsRcA}JE)
DE-4cnRANO~bKBZSGB)

DLECr-RANNORM(DEF1ECT,SIGDEF[BC1
11SEIF (J -EQ. 3) THEN

RANGEI--RANNORNKcB,sGB)
RANERANNORNMAGEIXGRANGE)

qEM=RANNORNKYB,SIGB)
DEFLPECT=RANNORNMDEFLEC,SIGDEFLEm1

ELSE
RANGEI=RANNORM(XB4,SIGB)
RANGB=RANNORMtNGE1,IXGRANGE)

42M-RANNORNlYB4M)
D~nFL7crRANNORMMnS1GDELECI)

5 WRHF(I3,*) RlNKILLARANGEJJEFLECrjrCDX

CC The RANGEDEFLECF is initially check to see if it is otsde the
CC effective range of the weapon~here assmewd to be 80 feet
CC Thie analysis proceeds with the RANGEIFFLECT coordiuntes being
screened to
CC see whether they hit the structure or &iIl within the breach zone.
CC

IF ((ABS(RANGE) .GT. 80) OR. (ABS(DEL1 .GT. 80)) GO TO 15

IF ((ABS(RANGE) .LT. 30) AND.
& -(ABS(DFLCI .LT. 30)) TH-B
PeJETRATIE = (0.33)*(WVAL**(.333)) - (D'(0.333))
IF (PENEIRATE .GE. 0) TEEN
KHIT=KHIT+1
GO TO 10
ENDEF
GO TO015

DFI'=D/12
XA=0.1 S
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AB,0378
RB=XAO((WVAL**(.667)YmDFI)- AB*(WVAL**(.333))
CHECKRB = RB+30
WRrlM(13,*) RANGEECRWCECJKRB
IF.((ABS( .GE. 30) AND. (ABS(DEFLECI) 1Z CHECKRB)AND.

& (ABS(RANGE) IME CHECKRB)) ThEN
KBREACIHKRACH*N
C3, 1O 10
ENDIF
IF ((ABS(.ANGE).G. 30) AND. (ABS(ANGE).LE CHECKB) AND.
& (ABS(1EFLECT) JZ CHECKRB)) THN
KBREACH=KBREACH+1
GOTO 10

ENDEF

cc
cc
CC If a wapon does not hit the structure or fall within the breach zone, its
CC RANGF4EFLBCT coordinates are transforned into local coordinates ZVALXVAL
CC in order to perform deflectio and shear analysm This procedure determines
CC the closet point on t structure which ould see the nmxinn loading firm
CC that weapon. The corrers we considered unsucceptable to deflection or shm
CC failues as they are calculated. As shown in Figure 4.1, should a weapon fall
CC outside a distance 30- 2.5*D fom the centerline of the structure, the
CC ZVA WXVAL coordinates are based on the distamce fron the detonation to the
CC nearest face at a point 2.5 tims the waill thickness (D). This estimate is
CC coavae mid is buied in to fa tht the coms me nomr ly
CC highly reinfoived with steel extending a mininum of a wall thickness in to the
CC adjacent wall. The subroutine LOCATE perfmns the detennination of the
CC ZVALXVAL coordinates for each weapon.
CC

CALL LOCATE(DRANGEEFLECrZVALXAL)
CC

WRITE(.3,*) RANGEE ,ZVA1,XVAL
CC

CC Deflection, diagonal shear, and direct shear analysis are performed
using the
CC ZVALXVAL detonation locations determined above. Should any limit
states
CC be exceeded the procedure jumps ahead and sets the kill flag and
goes on to the
CC next weapon or begins a new run after-recording the kill.
CC

IF (WVAL .LE. 1000) THEN
DEFLECTION = DERECZVALXVALD,FC,XL)
ELSE

DEFLEcI1ON = DEFLEC2(ZVALXVAL),DFCX)
ENDIF
CHECKI=XI.D
DCHECK=1)EFLEcfloNxm
WRFrM(13,*) DECRI10,CHECKICHECK
IF ((CHECKI .GE. 5) .AND. (DCHECK .GE. (0.10))) 1lN
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KDEFLBr-IcDE6 LEcr-r
GO TO 10
ENDIF
IF ((CHECKI 1T. 5) AND. (DCHiECK .GE. (0.06))) THIN

KDEFLEC'MCDEF[ECT7+1
GO TO 10
ENDEF

cc
cc
cc
CC CHECK DIAGONAL SHEAR
cc

IF (WVAL .LE. 500) THEN

DIG~ERSDIS AG2(XVAI4DF)XNL)
ENDIF

CC SCHECKI-NOIRMAL DEPVh TO SPAN RATIO OR XJD > 5
SCHECKI=((l1.5)*SQRT(FC)*B*DYI000

CC SCHECK2= X[JD<= 5AND XID>- 2
SCHECK2=((.667)*(10 + (XLJD))*SQR1WC)*B*DY1000

CC SCHECK3 = XJD < 2
SCHECK3=(8*SQRT(FC)*B*DYI000

cc
WRJTE(13,*) DIAGSHEARSCHECKI,SHCKSHE3
IF ((CHECI .GT. 5) AND. (DIAGSHEAR .G. SCHECKI)) MEN

KSHDIAG=KSHDIAG+1
GO TO 10
ENDIF
IF ((CHECKI .LE 5) .AND. (CHECV I GE. 2) AND.

& (DIAGSHEAR .GT. SCHECK2)) i'HEN
KSHDIAG=KSHDIAG+I
GOlTO 10
ENDIF
IF ((CHECKI .LT. 2) .AND. (DIAGSHEAR .GF. SCH-ECK3)) TEEN

KSHDIAG = KSHDIAG+I
GO TO 10
ENDIF

cc
CC CHECK DIRECT SHEAR
cc

IF (WVAL .LE. 500) THEN
DIREMrHEAR=SDIR(ZVAL,XVAID,FC,XL)
ELSE
DIETSER-DR(ZAVLDFL
ENDIF

C
SCHECK4=((0.5 1)*FC*B*D)/1000
WRITIE(1I3,*) DIREC1'SHEARSCHECK4
IF (DIECISHEAR .GT. SCHECK4) THEN

KSHDR=KSHDIR+I
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GO TO 10
ENDEF

cc
GO TO 15

cc
CC COtLECT TIHE NUMBE OF K.LlS
cc
10 CONTINUE

KELL = KILL. + I
cc
CC After all runs are complee the total number of kills is divided by
the total
CC number of nuns times four for the four weapons analyzed per run, to
give the
CC pacat probability of kill for a singl aft&ac with the lipa
dhuiuctenistics.
cc
15 CONTINUE

RUN= RUN+ I
cc
25 CONTINUE
cc
100 CONTINUE

KILL-=KILL* 100
cc

PK - (KIMJUN)
WRrFE(14,*) 'Prbability of Kill (Pk) =PK,' Ole
WRITE(14,*)

cc
WRITE(14,*)'KHIT = ',KHIT,' KBREACH =OKBREACH
WRIT7E( 14,*)
WRITE(14,*) 'KDEFLECT` -',KDEFLECT7,' KSHDIAG =!,KSHD1AG.
WRITE(14,*)
WRITE(14,*) KSHDIR = ',KSHDR
END

cc
cc
cc

FUNCTION RANNORM(MUSIG)
REAL MUSIG
CALL SEED(SEEDVAL)
IDUM=SEEDVAL
RANNORM = SIG*GASDEV(IDUM) + MU
END

C
FUNCTION GASDEVqDUM)
DATA ISEI'IG'
IF (ISEr.EQ.0) THEN

I V1=2.*RANI(IDUJM)-1.
V2--2.*RANlQIDUM1)-1.
R=Vl **2+V2**2
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FAC*QR1(-2.*LOG(RYR)
GSET=V1*FAC
GASDEV=V2*FAC
ISET'=I

ELSE
GASDEV-GSEr
ISErPo

ENDIF
RETURN
END

C
FUNCTION RAN I(DUM)
DBMENSON R(97)
PARAMEIER (M1-25920IA1=7141JC1-54773,RMI=3.8580247E6)
PARAMETIR (M27=134456,1A2=8121,1C2=2841 lRM27-7.4373773E-6)
PARAMIEIFR (M3=243000,1A3--45611C3=5 1349)
DATA 1FF /0/
IF IDM.MLT.0.ORJFF.EQ.0) THEN

EFF=1
lXI =MOD(IC 1-IDUM~I)
IXI=M4ODXIAI *IXI+ICI,M1)
LX2--MOD(IX1W)
IX1=MOD(IA1 *lXl+IC1,I1)
DG3=MOO(lXIN1)
DO I I3J1,97

IXI=MOD(1A21IX2+1C2,Ml)

R(J)=(FLAT(IXI )+FLOAT(1X2)*RM2)*RMI
II CONTINUE

IDUM=1
ENDIF
IXI=MODXIAI *IXI+ICI,MI)
1X2=NIOD(A*IX2+1C2,M2)
IX3=MOI(IA3*IX3+IC3"M)
J=I+(97*IX3)WM
IF(J.GT.97.ORJ.LT. I)PAUSE
RANI=R(J)
R(J$FLOAT(IXI )4FLOATQIX2)*RMt)*RMI
RETURN
END

cc
cc
cc

SUBROUJIN LOCATE(DANGEDEFLECTZVALXVAL)
DCHECK = D*2.5/12
IF (ABS(RANGE) .GT. ABS(DELEI) ThEN

IF ( ABS(DELET).LT. (30 - DCHECK)) THEN
ZVAL = ABS(RANGE) -30
XVAL = 0

ELSE
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ZVAL - ABS(RANGE) -30
XVAL = ABS(IJEFEC- (30 - DCHESK)

ENDIF
ELSE
IF (ABS(RANE) .LT. (30 - DCHECK)) THEN

ZVAL = ABS(DELEI -30
XVAL = 0

ELSE
ZVAL = ABS(DEFYLEC) - 30
XVAL = ABS(RANGE) - (30 - DCHECK)

ENDEF

RETUJRN
END

cc
cc
cc

FUNCIJON I)ELCZXTCCXLL)
REAL COEF(I4),ZVAL~XVALJFCXL4
DATA COEF /-5.96970Z -0.1870M,
& -0.186465, -0.525068,
& -0.001926, 0.437493,
& 0.006853, 0.011265,
& -0.002346, 0.011900,
& -0.002847, 0.000056,
& -0.011774, 0.019214/

C
ZVAL = Z
XVAL =X
FC = FCC
XL = XLL
D= T
DEFLEC = COEF(I) + COEF(2)*ZV.AL + COEF(3)*XVAL + COEF(4)*D

& + COEF(5)*FC + COEF(6)*XL + OF7*V *XA
& + COEF(8)*ZVAL*D + COEF(9)*ZVAL*XL+ COEF(10)*XVAL*D
& + COEF(I I)*XVAL*XL + COEF(12)*D*FC + COEF(13)*DXL
& + COEF(14)*(D**2)

C
PRIN, ZVALXVAL-,FCX,XLDDEFLFC
RETURN
END

cc
cc
cc

FUNCIION SDIR(ZXJFCCXII)
REAL COEF(14),ZVALXVALFC,XL.,D
DATA COEF /118.627133, -0.640760,
& -0.560721, 4.347709,
& -0.020032, -1.021689,
& 0.014785, -0.029421,
& 0.008676, -0.043227,
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& 0.000106, -0.00046,
& 0.000151, -0.010774/

C
ZV'AL = Z
XVAL =X
FC = FCC
XL = XLL
D= T
SD(R = OEF(1) + CfEF(2)*ZVAL+ COEF(3)*XVA + COEF(4)*D

& + COEF(5)*FC + CflEF(6)*XL + E(7)*ZVAL*XVAL
& + COEF(S)*ZVAL*D + COEF(9)*ZVA1*X1 + COEF(10)*XVAL*D
& + COEF(1 1)*XVAL*FC + COEF(12)*D*FC +cCEF(13)*FC*XL
& + COEF(14)*(ZVAL**2)

C
PRIT*J, ZVAl.XVALFC,XL.ýDMMI
RETURN
END

cc
cc

FUNM~ON SDIAG(ZXTCC,XLL)
REAL COEF(14),ZVAL~XVALFCXLD
DATA COEF /81.481744, -0.311996,
& -0.896116, 0.981792,
& -0.009560, -0.557030,
& 0.007351, -0.025476,
& 0.000083, -0.009849,
& 0.005363, -0.000220,
& 0.000075, 0.035083/

C
ZVAL = Z
XVAL =X
FC = FCC
XL = XILL
D= T
SDIAG = COEF(I) + COEF(2)*ZVAL + COEF(3)*XVAL + COEF(4)*D

& + COEF(5)*FC + COEF(6)*XL + COEF(7)*ZVAL*XVAL
& + COEF(8)*ZVAL*D + COEF(9)*ZVAL*FC + COEF(10)*XVAL*D
& + COEF(1 1)*XVAL*XL + CXJEF(12)*D*FC + COEF(13)*FC*XL
& + COEF( 14)*(D**2)

C
PRIN*, ZVALXVALFC,XDSDIAG
RETURN
END

cc
FUNM~ON DEFLEC2(ZXJFCCXLL)
REAL COEF(I 5),ZVALVALFCXL,D
DATA COEF /-24.193203, -0.160725,
& -0.193163, -2.285052,
& 0.006236, 0.651004,
& 0.003661, 0.011528,
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& -0.002129, 0.014530,
& -0.00285, 0.000091,
& -0.003531, -0.000062,
& 0.022051/

C
ZVAL = Z
XVAL =X
FC = FCC
)(L = XIL
D= T

DELEC2 = COEF(1) + COEF(2)*ZVAL +COEF(3)*XVAL + COEF(4)*D
& + COEF(5)*FC + COEF(6)*XL + COEF(7)*ZVAL*XVAL
& + COEF(8)*ZVAL*D + COEF(9)*ZVAL*XL + COEF(10)*XVAL*D
& + COEF(1 1)*XVAL*XL + cCOE(12)*DOFC + COOF(13)*D*XL
& + COEF(14)*FC*XL 4COEF(15)(D*2)

PRIN*, ZVA.LXVAU~CXL,DDEFLE
REIURN

cc
FUNCI'ON SDIR2(Z.XTF=CXLL)
REAL COEF(10),ZVALXVALCXLD
DATA COEF /92.986651, 0.047889,
& -0.125998, 5.550065,
& -0.0r29305, -0.993305,
& 0.029550, -0.066073,
& -0.063864, 0.000221/

C
ZVAL = Z
XVAL =X
FC = FCC
XL = XLL
D= T
SDIR2 = COEF(I) + COEF(2)*ZVAL + COEF(3)*XVAL + COEF(4)*D

& + COEF(5)*FC + COEF(6)*XL + COEF(7)*ZVAL*XVAL
& + COEF(8)*ZVAL*D + COEF(9)*XVAL*D + CXJEF(10)*FC*XL

C
PRINT, ZVALXVALFCXL,DSDIR2
REIVRN
END

cc
FUJNCHON SDIAG2(ZYXTFCC.XCLL)
REAL COEF(I 1),ZVAL.,XVALFC,XLD
DATA COEF /436.520515, 0.079125,
& -0.106779, 5.149210,
& -0.028980, -6.187558,
& 0.028887, -0.065194,
& -0.060722, 0.000220,
& 0.018801/

C
ZVAL = Z
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XVAL -X
KC - FCC
XL = XLL
D= T
SDA(MG = OEF(I) + ~CEF(2)*ZVAL + COEF(3)*XVAL + COEF(4)*D

& + COEF(S)*FC + COEF(6)*XL + OF7ZVLXA
& + COEF(8)*ZVAL*D + COEF(9)*XVAL*D + cOEF(1O).FC*XL
& + ~CEF(1 1)*(XL**2)

PRIfP, ZVAL,.WA1YC4Fc~DSDA2
RETURN


